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Kenneth Roberts: Okay. I am going to call the meeting to order. Good morning. This is Ken 
Roberts, and I welcome all of you as chairman of the Gulf of Mexico Fish Management Council. 
This is the 144th meeting of the council. Members of the public will be permitted to present oral 
statements in accordance with the schedule published in the agenda. Please advise your local 
coordinator if you desire to address the council. A recording is being made for the public recprd, 
therefore, please identlfy yourselves each time you speak. With that, Wayne, let's call the roll. 

Wayne Swingle: Okay. I have checked off the persons according to the record. I have all 
voting members are present other than Scott Greene and Karl Lessard and, I guess, two of the 
nonvoting members are present, Mark Johnson and Larry Simpson. 

Karl Lessard: Excuse me, Wayne. 

Ken: Mr. Lessard is present. 

Karl: I am present. 

Wayne: Okay.. I am sorry. 

Ken: Thank you, Wayne. We want to proceed with agenda item 111, "Statement of the issue to 
be considered". I will read what I have prepared. 

Council should first establish, whether you feel an emergency condition exists, related to  the 
commercial Red Snapper size limit, and then recommend a course of action to the National 
Marine Fishery Service to address that emergency condition. 





We will address these issues on the agenda under item VII, "Council debate and action" after you 
have heard the National Marine Fishery Service's scientific information, the public testimony, and 
written comments on the issue, that bear on the matter whether or not an emergency action is 
needed. 

As background on the issue of the commercial size limit, Steve Atran, has prepared a detailed 
summary, which was mailed to you. The highlights of this summary are as follows: in 1992 the 
Council proposed a measure in Draft Reef Fish Amendment 5 that would increase recreational 
and commercial size limits to 14 inches in 1994, to 15 inches in 1996, and to 16 inches in 1998. 
That was proposed because of the dominant 1989 year class, and the expectation that the size 
limits would increase yield per recruit as this year class grew older. The action would increase 
yield per recruit if release mortality was not high. Due to delays in preparing a SEIS, Amendment 
five was not implemented until February 7,1995. 

In the preparation of Draft Amendment 11, in March of 1995, the Council selected as a preferred 
alternative a measure to rescind the increase to the commercial Red Snapper size limit, leaving it 
at 14 inches. After public hearings, this amendment was subsequently sub-divided and the Red 
Snapper size limit was included in Amendment 12, which was approved by the Council in 
September 1995, for submission to the National Marine Fisheries Service for implementation. 
The Council also included the measure in the regulatory amendment, specifjring TAC for Red 
Snapper at its November 1995 meeting. 

Neither of these amendments were approved or implemented by the start of the Red Snapper 
season on February 1, 1996. Although, it was anticipated that the regulatory amendment was to 
be implemented by that date, or shortly thereafter. 

That is the statement of issue that I have prepared. Before we go on, I would like t o  inform the 
coordinators that are on the line, that I will be calling on them for a count of how many cards 
have been turned in by those people wishing to testify. I will poll you immediately after item IV, 
which is, "The National Marine Fishery Service scientific information presentation". So be 
prepared for that when I query to you as to how many people have turned in cards. 

With that folks, we will proceed to agenda item IV. Wayne, do we want to call on Joe directly? 

Wayne: Yes. I think that would be proper, and he may introduce other speakers. 

Andy Kemmerer: I think there is a statement in the record there that is incorrect, and I would 
like to correct it if I could. That is in regard to the regulatory amendment in November, we were 
very clear at that time that that would not be effective prior to February 1, 1996. That that could 
not be done at that point. It would not be effective until sometime after that date, probably closer 
to April 1, and I think that is a matter of public record. 





Ken: Okay. Dr. Powers? 

Joe Powers: Just for the record, too,-Phil Goodyear is sitting here with me. 

We were asked to evaluate the impact of a 14-inch minimum size versus a 15-inch minimum size, 
both in terms of the long-term and in terms of what is happening in 1996. In terms of the long- 
term, basically the conclusions that we come to is that the difference between a 14-inch minimum 
size and a 15-inch minimum size, and the release mortalities that have been used of 33 percent for 
the commercial sector (phone line breaking up). If we have these things in effect, the changes in 
terms of recovery rate by the year 2019 are pretty marginal. All of the options under that 
recovery in the year 2019 occur with both a 14-inch minimum size and a 15-inch minimum size. 

The reason for this is that there are, the assessment actually specifies several things that are going 
to happen that will have much more of an'impact and are really driving that recovery rate, by- 
catch Reduction, and then also, if in fact an ITQ were put into effect, that would change the 
seasonality of the fishery that one would expect 

We actually looked at the options of the 14-inch minimum size and 15-inch minimum size with 
and without a strong seasonality. In other words, if the season was distributed over the year, 
versus the way it is right now with most of the catch at the beginning of the season. Once again, 
the effects over the long-term are the recovery still occurs in the year 2019. The benefits of a 
minimum size, in terms of reproduction are really achieved when the fish that are saved now, 
grow up and really contribute heavily to the reproductive biomass, and that is four or five years 
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down the line. So, the benefits of the fifteen inch minimum size are achieved somewhere down the 
line and that actually occurs earlier than it does with the 14-inch minimum size. But, the net 
effect is not large. 

The question, then, is what about the short term effects? Basically, what we are saying is, about 
20 percent of the catch, commercial catch, in numbers of fish, are in that range of 14 inches, up to  
15. So, if in fact a 15-inch minimum size were put into effect, in terms of the short term, you are 
saving about 20 percent of the numbers of fish caught. 

Now, if your objective was to keep the same numbers of fish caught as you would with a 15-inch 
minimum size but actually allow those smaller fish to be caught, then that would mean you would 
have to Reduce the overall total allowable catch for the commercial sector by about 6.9 percent in 
weight. In terms of the short-term, yes you are going to save some fish, and if you want to 
maintain the equal savings in terms of numbers of fish saved, then that would imply a reduction in 
the overall commercial TAC of about 6.9 percent. 

In terms of long terms, many of the other. 





Operator: We have added Mark Schexnayder. 

(Background conversation) 

Joe: Can I go ahead, now. 

Ken: Yes, Joe, go ahead please. 

Joe: In terms of the long term.. . 

Karen Foote: Excuse me a second Mark, push the mute button. Mark? 

Joe: Okay. I think I can go ahead how. In terms of the long-term, like I said, there are many of 
the other actions that are being considered by the Council in the regulatory amendment that really 
have much more of an effect on the overall recovery than the 14-inch versus the 15 inch. But, in 
terms of the short term, yes, about 20% of the catch in numbers would be saved if we went into a 
15 inch minimum size versus a 14-inch. 

That is a quick summary. As I said, Phil Goodyear is here, and we can entertain questions if those 
come up. 

Ken: Thank you Dr. Powers. Dr. Goodyear has no presentation to make? 

Joe: No. 

Ken: Okay. Do we want, do the Council members want to ask questions, or do we want to 
move on to Dr. Waters and then come back to general questions? What is your pleasure? 

Response: Move on. 

Ken: Okay. Dr. Jim Waters? 

Jim Waters: Hello, Ken. For the record, my name is Jim Waters. I work for the National 
Marine Fishery Service as an economist at the Beaufort laboratory in North Carolina. I am pinch- 
hitting for Richard Raulerson of the regional office, who is enjoying himself in the Everglades 
right now. 

From an economic perspective, a Reduction in the minimum size limit from 15 to 14 inches would 
generate an immediate benefit to commercial fishermen. They would be able to catch and keep 
fish that previously had been undersized. Since fishery is also regulated with a restrictive quota, 
we have assumed that total industry landings would remain unchanged, and therefore, the effect 





of this change in sue limit would only change in size composition of catch. Therefore, industry 
would benefit from the smaller size limit to the extent that the smaller fish receive higher price tot 
he pound. 

Bill Antozzi of the regional office spoke with eight dock-side buyers about the price by size for 
Red Snapper. Six of them paid the same dock-side price regardless of the size of the fish. Two 
others recently paid a premium of about .25 cents to .40 cents per pound for one to two pound 
fish, compared to fish greater than two pounds. We do not know the proportion of the total 
industry catch that is landed under the two-tiered pricing system compared to single pricing. Bill 
Antozzi is standing by at the regional office to answer any questions that you have. 

Joe Powers also mentioned that about 20% of the total catch of Red Snapper, by number falls 
between that 14 and 15 inch size category. John ~ondruska also looked at these data, and he also 
is standing by if anyone wishes to ask any questions. 

The folks in the fishery management division at the regional office estimated that if the spring 
quota for Red Snapper were increased to 3.06 million pounds, that approximately 1.1 million 
pounds would be lefi out of that quota if the emergency rule to Reduce the size limit could be 
implemented by March 4th. 

So, if we assume that the 20% of fish between 14 and 15 inches amount to, approximately, 8.6% 
by weight, that is based on 1994 data, and if we assume that there are about 1.1 million pounds of 
Red Snapper left to be caught, this rule could be implemented. That would amount to about 
94,600 pounds of fish, extra, small fish to be caught, and this would be balanced by a 
corresponding decrease of about 94,600 pounds of fish that are larger than 15 inches. That is the 
assumption of keeping the total quota the same. 

With no price premium to be paid for smaller fish, then there is no benefit to be had. On the other 
hand, if the potential price premium is about .25 cents per pound, then we figure there is about a 
benefit of about $25,000 or a little bit less. At a premium of about .40 cents per pound, the 
increase in revenues would be about $40,000. These estimates follow from our assumptions. The 
actual increases that fisherman might realize from a smaller size limit will differ from our estimates 
because this years proportion, fish between 14 and 15 inches may deviate from the average 
calculated base of the 1994 data. Price premium for a one to two pound fish may differ by the 
time an emergency rule can be implemented, and some small fish might be sold under the single 
price system and may not receive the higher premium. 

Nevertheless, there appears that there will be a small increase in revenue associated with the 
smaller size limit. The smaller size limit might also remove the nuisance factor of having to cull 
through the small fish and throw them overboard. 





Now, what about the long term? A smaller minimum size limit would increase industry revenues 
in the short term, but it could Reduce potential revenues in the long term. If 14 to 15 inch fish . 
were left unharvested, it might enhance our ability to harvest more fish and heavier fish in the 
future. An important unknown in this type of analysis is the fraction of undersized fish that 
survive after being caught and released. If survival rates are high then we would be giving up a 
lot of potential future benefits by harvesting small fish now. On the other hand, if survival rates 
are low, then we would not be giving up as much in the future, by harvesting small fish now. We 
have not looked at those long term tradeoffs. You will have to refer back to what Joe Powers 
said. I think he mentioned that at about a 33% mortality rate, it looked pretty indifferent between 
14 and 15 inch size. 

So that concludes my prepared statements, if you have any questions, either I or John Vondruska 
will go into. We at the regional office are glad to find answers. 

Ken: Thank you Dr. Waters. We have heard from Dr. Waters and Dr. Powers. If any Council 
members have questions of either one, please identifjr yourselves. 

Roy Williams: They talked about, I guess Joe talked about 20% of the total catch being less 
than 15 inches. Is that correct? 

Joe: Yes. 14 to 15 inches. We are saying in numbers. 

Roy: Okay. Now how does that differ from what was faxed to us this morning from John 
Vondruska. His indicates, if you look at the 15 'inch size limit, which is the 38 centimeter 
category, it looks to me like, based on the 1994 catches that he analyzed, more like 9% of the 
1994 catch was under between the 14 and 15 inch minimum size limit. What is the difference 
between those two? 

Joe: That information was not faxed to us. My guess is those are catches in weight, but I am not 
sure. 

Jim Waters: There were several columns on that table. John's table indicates that about 8%, 
8.6% or maybe 9% rounding off is the amount of fish, by weight. If you look at one of the 
central, or central columns in that table, he estimates that it is about 18.7% by number, which 
matches very closely to the 20% that Joe mentioned. 

Roy: So that final column out to the right, that is 1994 pound for grids 1-21. That comes out to 
about 9 percent. Now, which one are you saying. You are looking at numbers of fish from those 
central grids, and you do not have that in percentage, I guess. 

Jim: Well, you would have to add up the numbers, I guess. 





Roy: So the difference is whether we are treating numbers or weight. Okay. I got you. Thank 
you. 

Roy: Well, I have a secondary question and probably for Joe. You have calculated the increase 
or decreases in numbers of fish, I guess, that would be killed at 15 inches versus 14 inches. Is the 
same, is there going to be the same proportional change in fishing mortality rate? In other words, 
is the fishing mortality rate at 14 inches going to be about 10% higher then it would be at 15 
inches? 

Phil Goodyear: A little higher, yes. But, really talking about fish that are predominantly in the 
same age class, I haven't really made those calculations.. . 

Roy: You are breaking up on me here, Phil. I do know if other people are hearing you or not, 
but I am not. 

Phil: I was saying that for most part the 14 and 15 inch belong to the same year class. There 
would be a change in the mortality rates, but I have not calculated them. 

Roy: Is it likely to be on the order of 10% or is going to be substantially less than that or more 
than that? 

Phil: My guess would be about 7%. 

Roy: Okay. Thank you. 

Hal Osburn: I have a question for Phil or Joe. I am wondering if you have the calculation of 
what size achieves maximum yield per recruit, what the minimum size would be if the release 
mortality on Red Snapper were close to 50 percent. 

Phil: Not me. At the moment, I am kind of looking through the report that was ... 

Hal: Well, there was a statement in the assessment, in Amendment 5, anyhow, that "if release 
mortality were higher than the estimated 33%, in the 50% to 60% range, some gain in the number 
of fish not harvested under a 16 inch minimum size would still be achieved", and I am trying to 
interpret that and see if a 50% release mortality drives the that size from maximum YPR down to 
14 or does it just drive it down to the 15 range. I am wondering if you would have any feel for 
that? 

Phil: I cannot really answer the question. It would drive it down, and my expectations would be 
in the range of 14 inches. 





Hal: Okay. 

Ken: Anyone else? 

Albert King: I think I want to address basically the same issue because if you have the stock 
assessment, and I am talking about Joe Power's or Phil's or either one, if you have the stock 
assessment panel that felt like the undersized release mortality is 33 percent, the larger size limits 
would work. But, now, if as Hal mentions and which has seemed to be indicated with this season 
in particular, that the mortality rate is higher on these fish than what has been noted. For that 
reason, I cannot see any reason why, as indicated in the stock assessments, "if a substantial 
numbers of undersized fish are dying then they are being lost to both the fishermen as yield and to  
the fish population, the hture growth and reproduction." In other words, it is a total loss. "It 
might be better for the population to use these fish to fill the quota. This would actually Reduce 
total mortality on the population since fewer fish overall would be killed and the quota would be 
filled more quickly." Now, is that pretty well holding true? 

Joe Powers: Yes. These were done under the supposition that the release mortality is 33% and 
that is under a great deal on conjecture. We have information fiom observer boats, information 
observed in 1995 where they classified things as live, dead, and several different categories of 
alive, and a large number of them are categorized as being released alive, but of those perhaps 
only about 10% or 15% are under the category of "live, normal performance". So, there is a 
number that are released that are classified as "air bladder extended", "eyes popping", this sort of 
a thing. They are still alive when they are released, so at this point, we really do not know what 
the final state of these fish is. The analysis that were conducted, assuming for the commercial 
sector the 33% release mortality. We also have heard comments, both pro and con, that release 
mortality is higher and a few people have said release mortality is might be lower. But, fiom the 
data that we have, basically, it is really, what is the fate of these fish that have extended air 
bladders and eyes popping? 

Philip Horn: Joe, was that research done on a working commercial vessel and what size vessel 
and how many hooks were they using? 

Joe: I have two sets of data. One was conducted by the Galveson Laboratory the other by Sandy 
Russell. They are commercial vessels, but I am not sure of the overall, in terms of the size of 
hooks and this sort of thing. 

Philip: What I was relating to was are they using multiple-hook rigs, or were they fishing with a 
rod and reel? What type fishing conditions were they using? 

Phil: My understanding was that all of the trips that were sampled were using bandit rigs. 





Ken: Albert, let me ask you a question, it seemed like in your question you were indicating that 
there was something different about the mortality this year. Was that your point? 

Albert: Well, the point is that I think some of the people were attempting to target as many of 
the smaller fish as they could, and they have found that in attempting to do the same fishing 
procedures that they were using last year, they have found that they are having to completely 
leave areas completely I have even heard of them saying that there would be 60 percent and 70 
percent of catch not making the size limit, Ken. So, for that reason, they said that there is a lot 
more, now I will be quite interested to hear all the public testimony, if we get some, as to how the 
fishery is being prosecuted because that is where my big concern was. 

Ken: I just wanted to make sure again for the record that you weren't indicated that there may 
be something different about the population this year in terms of survivability. 

Albert: I do not think that that would be a case, the only thing that I am questioning is 
somewhat, is this size limit being used as an inseason index of abundance for these type fish? 
That is the other point because we have some indications that possibly, the recruitment might not 
be exactly up to snuff because of the hypoxic conditions when they trawl. This summer the 
summer sea map program was taken in that area if the fish are there, well it might show that we 
have a different recruitment 

Ken: Anyone else please. 

Vernon Minton: I have got a question for either Dr. Goodyear or Dr. Powers. One thing that I 
have heard in the last few years because of the 2000-200 pound limit there, at least anecdotally, 
seems to be a shift from persons going out catching minimum-size fish to a shift to larger size fish 
so they can catch their quota quickly and then return to dock and return for another trip, and I 
wondered if they have reviewed the data prior to this and see if that size distribution, where it is 
now showing 20 percent, of the catch is less than, or between this 14-15 inches has changed 
because of this regulatory action taken by the Council? 

Phil: I guess the simple answer to your question is no. 

Vernon: Well maybe it is something that we can draw out through public testimony and just get 
some information from the fishermen themselves. 

Joe: I was actually just looking at the tables, in terms of the catch at size over the years, and in 
fact, there is more of a predominance of fish above minimum size, obviously, once the minimum 
size was put into effect. What you are really talking about, though, is more of the strategic kinds 
of things that would force people to go to areas where there is more of a predominance. It has 
not been analyzed directly. 





Vernon: Okay. Thank you. 

Ken: Anyone else? 

Roland Mason: I would like to say something if I may. May name is Roland Mason. I am with 
the Captain Duke service out of Destin. .. 

Ken: We are going to take public testimony in just a moment, sir. I am still polling the Council 
members concerning Dr. Waters and Dr. Power's testimonies. 

Karl Lessard: I was just wondering, through our regulatory action, and us making the people 
target the larger fish to fill, get their 2000 limits in, if we need to look to see if they are targeting 
the larger fish and the effect of harvesting these larger fish. And another thing that has come to 
my mind, as far as our regulatory action is, as we created the derby fishing in the past, everyone 
has probably modified their hydraulics that run their bandit rigs. They have probably gone from 
5-6 gallons a minute pumps up to 24 gallons, which makes their bandit rigs come up faster. In 
doing our regulatory action and forcing the derby fishing we have probably made them modifl 
their equipment so the probability is we do have a higher mortality rate at the present time, than in 
the past, by making them compete at a faster rate. So, I am sure that nowadays they are reeling 
their rigs up much faster then they have in the past. So, my basic question was have we impacted 
the stocks by making them fish for these larger fish? A question that I would address to either 
Phil Goodyear or Joe Powers. 

Ken: Dr. Powers or Dr. Goodyear, did anyone hear Karl Lessard? 

Joe: Yes. I wasn't sure what the question was, it was more of a comment. 

Karl: I had a question at the end of it, Joe. Maybe I should rephrase it . In our regulatory 
action, in the derby fishing where we have made them target larger fish to fill their 2000 pound 
trip limit, have we looked at the difference in this, of taking this larger amounts of fish and the 
larger stock out of the resource? 

Joe: In the context of the stock assessment, yes, because actually we have not looked at it to 
isolate what the effect of strictly the 2000 pound trip limit, but yes an individual fish that is larger 
is going to contribute more to the overall reproduction, and that is accounted for in the 
assessment. In terms of with and without that 2000 pound trip limit, no we have not looked at it 
in that context. 

Phil: One thing to remember is that it is better, generally, to harvest the older fish than it is the 
younger fish. You gain more by letting the young fish survive, particularly in terms of total catch. 





Roy Williams: I have a related question, if I may. Mike Whitfield, a commercial fisherman from 
Panama City, and I do not know if he is at one of the listening stations or not, but Mike has 
expressed reservations to me several times about just what Vernon was talking about and I guess 
what Karl was talking about. And that is, Mike is concerned, he has told me, that fishermen are 
targeting larger fish, now. He is concerned because these are spawning fish. I have told him, 
basically, that targeting those larger fish was a good thing, and I think that is what Phil Goodyear 
just said. There is actually benefit to that. If you could, I would like Phil to state that again or 
just more clearly that a shift from 14-15 inch Red Snapper to a Red Snapper in the four or five or 
six pound range is not a bad thing biologically, despite the fact that those bigger fish are spawning 
fish. Can you respond to that, Phil? 

Phil: I agree with you. 

Albert King: I have a problem in trying to define which of the scientific individuals, some who 
profess that saving the larger fish, who have much higher fecundity, is better, or I guess I am 
thinking of the evolutionary biology of Dr. Bohnsack and some of those. This is why we have 
difficulty trying to reach some conclusions such as when the longline targeting of the very large 
snapper was banned and which the industry feels like that had a big impact on increasing the 
available stocks. Then we turn around and are now saying save the little fish and lets catch the 
big fish. Back then we said you got to quit catching the big fish. All I can say is we have more 
fish out there available, now, then some of the old people said they can every recall in history. 
Now, that is all anecdotal, but I would still like for there to be some consensus as to what the 
facts really are. Is it big fish that you are suppose to remove from the population? Or is it small 
fish? Because that is still something that is still being argued. 

Brad Brown: Basically, the answer is neither. You want to save a significant number of large 
fish, so you keep the mortality level on to allow you to keep a reasonable number of large fish or 
maintain a component of larger fish in the population. That is why you maintain a mortality rate 
based on total quota and so forth. So, yes, you want to maintain a number of large fish out there, 
and maintain a mortality rate that maintains that, and at the same time, you can enhance things by 
having size limits that increase yield per recruit and maybe increase the survivability to the first 
spawning. So, it is not an eitherlor. It is a balance between the two. 

Albert: But what we have,'Brad, is something that has been alluded to just previously, how we 
are using landings as the inseason abundance and also the health of the populations and keep 
putting size limit increases in when we do not know what the net effect of the previous size limit, 
because we do not give it time enough to work. We are continually changing something. My 
personal opinion is that is the reason I have been leaning toward the 14-inch size limit, is to let it 
see what it really does. We do not know, and I do not think you can tell us because we don't 
have anything but fishery dependent data that, for the past three years. That is why I am trying to 
say that something here needs to be addressed on the fishery independent basis. 
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That is all I am going to say, Ken. Thank you. 

Philip Horn: In relation to what Brad has said, would it not be better then, Brad, to  not have 
any size limit and maintain, keep all of the fish that you catch. That way your total mortality 
would be much less then having size limits of any type and forcing fishermen to fish in different 
places and different depths. Wouldn't it be better with no size limits, keep the first fish you catch, 
whether it be commercial or recreational, you would kill fewer fish and maintain all of your size 
limits. Would that not be best? 

Brad: What you are talking about is the .. . 

Philip: You are breaking up on me. I am not catching all you are saying. 

Brad: Yes, and I am getting static on the phone, here. 

Philip: I am not hearing what is going on. 

Brad: We in Miami are getting a lot of static, too. It stopped. Can you hear me now? 

Philip: I can right now, yes. 

Brad: Okay. Basically, it is, this is where you come into, to some degree, your optimum 
management kinds of decision, for optimal yield. If you want to do something like that, you 
certainly can. It usually means a significantly lower quota because you are taking fish of a smaller 
size and mortality is in numbers, but I worked in the Atlantic herring sardine fishery for years, 
years ago, and people took them young, before they were mature, and at moderate population 
harvest levels that stock maintained itself for a long time. Then, all of a sudden, we ended up with 
them fishing off shore in the adults, at the same time we were catching them small, and the stock 
collapsed. So, it is all related to the total amount in the mortality rate, but as a general rule, if you 
harvest them larger rather than smaller, then you are going to take more weight, with the same 
impact on the resource. 

Philip: Would that hold true with a longer-live fish that you have quotas to work under? 

Brad: Yes, because as long as you get to the point where there is an increase in weight as the 
fish grows and then increase in spawning potential as fish grows, then by harvesting more on the 
larger size rather than smaller, with the same impact on the population, you harvest more weight 
out of the stock. Numbers have to be run through on the particular biology and fishery for the 
animal, but a general principle is if there is some real reason to harvest smaller ones, as in the U. S. 
sardine market, because it made economic sense to do it, but then total amount of pounds has to 
be lower to have the same sustainable stock. 





Philip: Thank you. 

Ken: Anyone else? Any other Council member has a question for the National Marine Fisheries 
Service scientific group. 

Philip: Not at this time, Mr. Chairman. I assume that we will have a chance after we hear public 
comment to have debate and discussion again. 

Ken: Yes. That is agenda item number IV. 

Okay. Well lets move on to agenda item number V, which is public testimony. If I could have the 
coordinators, I will poll you as to how many people you have cards from starting with Roger 
Zimmerman. Roger? 

Roger Zimmerman: We have zero, Ken. 

Ken: Okay. Mark Schexnayder? Mark are you with us? Let us go to Scott Nichols then. Scott 
are you there? 

Scott Nichols: I have got one citizen here but no card. 

Ken: Okay. Debbie Fable? Debbie? Wayne, do we know if Debbie is still with us? 

Wayne: I certainly don't. 

Operator: Her line is still connected, sir. 

Debbie Fable: Hello? Hello? 

Ken: Is Debbie Fable there? Joe Kirnmel are you there? 

Joe Kimmel: I have no cards, but I have a letter, though. 

Ken: Did Mark Schexnayder come on the line? 

Mark Schexnayder: Yes. 

Ken: We are going to go to you first. Roger Zimmerman in Galveston had no persons there that 
submitted a card. So, Mark how many people do you have? 

Mark: We have seven people and five of them wish to speak. 
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Ken: I am going to start out ...( side of tape finished) Wayne, can you keep the time for me and 
noti@ people when they have 30 seconds left, please. 

Okay, Mark please instruct your people to identi@ themselves and that they will have three 
minutes to speak and that Mr. Swingle will indicate when they have 30 seconds remaining. 

Mark: Okay. 

Ken: Call your first person, please. 

Bayward Stone: I have the Miss Molly 1.1. It is a Snapper endorsement boat. On this size limit. 
Mr. King, this is to you that I want to ask this question and to Joe Powers and to Mr. Goodyear. 
We have requested you people time and time again to put an observer on these Snapper boats to 
see what the kill rate is on the juvenile Snapper that you all keep changing the size limit. I know 
you come up with a 30 some percent survival rate, which is very false. If you want to  get a true 
picture of what is happening, I think you should be able to put an observer on one of these boats 
and take a head count of how many fish you see float off. Not what somebody is going to write 
down on a piece of paper and give to you and use for your facts because that is not true. When 
you made your study on the survival rate of Red Snapper that were being caught, that was so 
false it was unreal. All I am asking is for you to take and look at the true picture and get a true 
observer and really find out what is happening out here on this fishery. 

Now, I will tell you one thing. I have been Snapper fishing for many years, and every trip I am 
having to throw back anywhere from 500 to 600 and sometimes 700 pounds of fish that will not 
make the 15 inch size limit, since you all changed it again, and these fish do not survive. That is 
all I have to say because you need to open your eyes to the true facts that are happening in this 
fishery. That is all. Thank you. 

Ken: Thank you Mr. Stone. 

Albert: I have a question for Bayward. What would feel like the release mortality really is? Is it 
50%, or 60% of the under-sized fish? In your own experience, what do you feel it is on your 
boat? 

Bayward: Maybe 5%. Survival rate is 5%. 

Albert: You are saying that you have a 95% death factor, then? 

Bayward: That is correct. 

Albert: Okay. That is a good answer to my question. 





Roy Williams: I have a follow-up. You indicated earlier, though, there seems to be some 
discrepancy though because you said you were throwing back 500-700 pounds less than 15 
inches. You are saying of that 500-700 pounds 95 percent are dying? Is that what you are 
saying? 

Bayward: No, 95 percent of them are dying. 

Roy: Of the ones you throw back, of the. .. 

Bayward: That is correct. 

Roy: Thank you. 

Vernon: What percentage of fish within that 500-700 pounds are in this 14 -15 inch size limit? 

Bayward: I would say about, where I have been targeting my fish, about 70 percent are between 
14 inches and 15-inch fish. If that fish measures out at 15 inches, on your scale, when you ice that 
fish down he is going to shrink 118 of an inch, which makes him illegal, even if he is caught and 
he measures out at 15 inches. So, you have to go to 15 118, in order to make him legal in the eyes 
of the law. 

Vernon: Mr. Chairman, can I have a follow-up? 

Since the Council has instituted these trip limits, you indicated earlier that you are an endorsement 
holder, have your fishing patterns changed to where you are targeting larger fish that you 
wouldn't historically, or are you basically catching what you can and then coming back in? 

Bayward: Let me clarifl this, here. I work for the market. I try to target my fish that brings me 
the most money. The bigger fish are less money seeing as you have opened up this free trade on 
Mexico and stuff, because they can buy babies and stuff and fish that is illegal for us to fish, you 
all can get the imported into the United States and it has hurt our market where our fish has very 
dramatically changed on the price wise. Back when this thing first started, I was getting 
somewhere in the neighborhood of $3.50 per pound. The same fish today is bringing me, 
approximately, $1.75. So, if that doesn't tell you something of what is happening in the true 
world, there is something wrong. Either you have got to regulate the imports or do away with 
some of these size limits that are being implemented on us, but you cannot take the Atlantic side 
and the Gulf side and regulate them as one for the size limit. That seems to be what the picture is 
here. You are, maybe, trying to get an established size limit the same as the Atlantic, for the Gulf, 
and that is not even a true picture of what is really happening in this area? 

Ken: Any hrther question? 





Albert: Yes. I have got one more hrther question. Bayward, weren't you, at one time, one of 
the buoy fishermen that targeted the large sow red snapper? 

Bayward: That is correct, and Sandy, I turned over catch and effort data to her, and I told her to  
use it to the best of her ability. 

Albert: But the only point that I am trying to make is that if you were still attempting to target 
through buoy fishing and long-lining, are those fish still available to be caught to you, if you 
wanted to try and go back and fish that gear? 

Bayward: They sure are. Those fish are very,abundant. I know there are places out here, today, 
that I will go to and the fish will average ten pounds and bigger and I have to leave them because 
I am trying to make money. I am not out there trying to catch the poundage, I am there to make 
a living. There are four families on my boat, and the way these regulations have started, it is 
getting very hard. Last year we had 109 day season for the western gulf, for the mackerel and red 
ssapper. You tell me how many people work that many days per year and survive? 

Ken: Mark why don't you call your next ... 

Karl: Excuse me, Ken I have a question. Mr. Stone when you were talking about this mortality 
rate you have on your fish, what is the average depth you are catching your fish out of? 

Bayward: Anywhere from 60 feet to 200 feet. 

Karl: And you still notice the same mortality rate as the fish you are catching in 60 feet as the 
fish you are catching in 200 feet? 

Bayward: That is correct. The reason being is when you put him on a bandit, and you pull him 
to the surface, his coming up at a fast speed, and he is going to rupture all of his insides. 

Karl: Thank you Mr. Stone. 

Roy Williams: In regard to what Mr. Lessard said earlier regarding retrieval rate of hydraulic 
gear, have you increased the retrieval rate of your hydraulic gear? I presume you have hydraulic 
gear. Have you increased the retrieval rate? Have you gone to this 20 gallon pump that he is 
talking about? 

Bayward: No. I have done away with my hydraulic system and went to a manual that you hand 
turn and the mortality rate is still there no matter what happens. 

Roy: Thank you. 





Ken: Mr. Stone, I know everybody would probably be in agreement with you, but we do not 
control import policy. I wish we had some say over that, occasionally. 

Mark, can you call your.. . 

Bayward: Can I respond on that one, please? 

Ken: Yes. Sure. 

Bayward: What I would like to say is this, the Magnuson Act has made it illegal to import fish 
when a fishery has closed down on migratory fish. How come something like that cannot be 
implemented on the Red Snapper when we are under a quota system when that quota system just 
applies to the fishermen and not the imports? 

Ken: Maybe Dr. Kernmerer wants to answer that question. I guess not. 

Andy Kemmerer: Try that question again. I didn't quite get it. I am still trying to figure out 
why the release mortality of a fish is the same in 60 feet as it is in 200 feet. 

Bayward: That is correct. Why? Because the fish, whether I am in 60 feet or 250 feet, my- 
average depth of fishing is anywhere between 45 and 60 feet deep. The reason being is we do not 
fish the bottoms because the baby fish stay on the bottom, and we are trying to get above that to 
where we are going to catch the larger class fish, and it makes no difference what depth you fish 
in, as far as the depth of the water, even though our lines are not on the bottom. 

Andy: I understand what you are saying, but ask that question again about the imports,, please. 

Bayward: Well, I was just making a suggestion that maybe something could be implemented to 
where whenever our Snapper season opens, like it is today, to stop the imports on the baby and 
the Snapper that is illegal for the American fisherman to catch, to be brought into this country to 
sell. That would help this fishery. It would help the economics of everything, all the way across 
the board. 

Joe: Bill Antozzi, who deals with market trade and trade analysis and the various trade 
agreements can comment on that. 

Bill Antozzi: I understand where you are coming from, and that is a valid concern by vast 
producers, however.. .(static) The trend in both of those organizations (NAFTA and GATT) is 
toward free trade. In all of the past administrations, they have supported free trade. So, you 
would be bucking against the policy flow toward free trade. It would have to be a very special 
circumstance that would pass the criteria that the World Trade Organization has. 





Bayward: Well, does it seem fair to deny the American people for something that people with 
money behind them can take and import this stuff and take it away from your American citizens 
that they cannot make a living at it? Does that seem feasible? Whether it is free trade or not. 

Andy Kemmerer: Let me just comment on that. I think that if the intent of the industry is to try 
and harvest the fish at a smaller size, Brad Brown made that point rather clear, that is certainly a 
management alternative. But, what the impact of that would be, the immediate impact, would be 
a Reduction in the commercial allocation to compensate for that Reduction in size. That is 
certainly an option. We could set the minimum size for the commercial fishery at six inches or ten 
inches or 13 inches, but there would have to be, in terms of allocation impact on resource, an 
accompanying Reduction in the total weight fish could be harvested by the commercial sector. 

Bayward: Mr. Kemmerer, let me just kind of throw something in there for you to think about 
while you are at it. When we were allowed to catch the 13- and 14-inch fish, that was bargaining 
power for the fish buyers to get rid of our big fish, and we would catch about 113 to 112 small 
fish, which would make our bigger fish worth more money because we had bargaining power to 
sell the little fish to get rid of those big fish. But, since everything has gone to a bigger fish, now, 
our market prices have gone down, and we have no bargaining power. The only way they can get 
bargaining power is to buy the smaller fish from imports to get rid of the big fish, which makes 
our big fish unprofitable, or just about it, to catch. 

Ken: Mr. Stone, you have made that point very well, let's see if we can move on, though, if we 
could please. 

Mark, please call your next person. 

Lonies Mayeux: I have the boat Silver Spray. I only have a 200 pound endorsement and just 
about all of what Bayward said, I would agree on. For me, personally, I think all you all are doing 
is just messing up. You are getting worse and worse and worse. According to this paper you 
have here, in '87 we were getting $4.00 and $5.00 per pound for fish. We are getting $1.00 per 
pound now. The imports, what Bayward was talking about there, how can you import a fish of 
one or two pounds and we cannot even catch those. Free trade agreement, yes, but what my 
understanding was that pulling the TEDs and the nets was an agreement that we had made a long 
time ago for not importing from a country that does not pull the TEDs. A judge had just ruled 
that a few months ago that they would stop that. I know Mexico is not doing that. What is your 
comment on that. 

Ken: Dr. Kemmerer will comment. 

Andy Kemmerer: There is a difference with that, so called, shrimpITED embargo. You are 
correct. There were fourteen countries, currently, that were Considered within that context. 





Two of them have now been embargoed on imported shrimp to the United States. Now the 
recent judge order has enlarged that rule to another 45-50 countries. 

Loniess: It says seafood. 

Andy: No, it is imported shrimp, wild caught shrimp. The problem here is that we are dealing 
with an endangered species. One that is endangered of extinction. That is not the same thing as a 
fishery, where through a management program we can regulate the size at which those fish are 
caught. It is an entirely different situation. We are not dealing with an endangered species with 
Red Snapper. With sea turtles that was a different category of impact. 

Lonies: Now, the Wildlife and Fishery tell us with the sport fishing, the red drum, or red fish, 
you can catch from 16 inches to 27 inches, you can catch five of those, but you can only catch one 
bull Red, or large one. What you are doing here is, you keep going up every month of every year 
with the size limit, pretty soon we will be catching nothing but the big ones, which are worth no 
money. And, I believe that is the wrong ones you are targeting. 

Wayne: 30 seconds. 

Ken: Any additional comments. 

Lonies: No, that is all. 

Ken: Thank you, sir. We appreciate your comments very much. Mark, your next person, 
please. 

Renee Rice: I am with the charter boat sector of this thing. As far as your survival rate, what 
Bayward said was about, probably, correct. Even where we are fishing with rods and reels and 
bringing them up, we probably have, at most, a 25 percent survival rate. That is probably being 
generous. As far as the sizes go, I cannot see how it is going to be possible for us to maintain our 
customers if the fish go up to 16 inches next year. Targeting the big fish is hurting the other guys. 
It is hurting everybody because you are losing all of your breeding stock there. We would like to 
see the size limit brought down, if anything. That way, you would catch more juveniles and you 
wouldn't have to worry about killing all of the sows. 

Ken: Any questions for Mr. Rice? Do any Council members have question for Mr. Rice. 

Andy: Since he is a charter boat captain, I would like to ask a question. The way that we are 
controlling, or trying to control, and haven't done such a good job at controlling, the recreational 
fishery, trying to keep it within its allocation, is through bag limits and minimum size. Are you 
saying, then, that you would prefer, then, allow the minimum size to be smaller on Red Snapper 





and thus have a smaller bag limit, like a three or four fish bag limit? Is that what you are 
suggesting, I am just curious? 

Renee: Sir, that is not what I am trying to say at all. I can understand the smaller fish. That we 
need, but to increase the bag limit, something like maybe the first ten win, rather than sit there and 
kill a whole bunch of fish to get to a 15 inch fish. That does not seem like logic to me. 

Ken: Any additional comments? Thank you Mr. Rice. We appreciate your comments. 

Josephine Cheramie: I am representing my husband, Harry Cheramie, Sr., my question would 
be, we have been denied, we have a 200 pound limit, but we have been denied the ITQ coupons, 
so how do you go about fishing in this industry at all? 

Ken: Andy, do you have Perry Allen there. Does anyone want to respond. 

Perry Allen: I do not understand the question. To the size limit I certainly can, I mean if you 
called me we can, just give me a call and we can talk about what the issue there is. Your husband 
is allotted a 200 pound trip, is that correct. The reason he was not allowed a 2000 pound trip is 
because of his catch records between 1990 and 1992. 

Josephine: I understand that part because he is a commercial shrimper by his majority trade, but 
he also makes whatever he can living-wise in the water. That is what he does and that is all he has 
ever done. We have been denied the ITQ coupons. You all stated in your letter to us that we 
cannot get ITQ coupons because he has no record to qualifL for them, so how, if we can be 
allowed a permit of 200 pounds, but yet no coupons, how do you fish this legally. 

Perry Allen: There are no coupons at this point. I would suggest you call me, and we can talk 
about this, is probably the easiest way. There are no coupons. I am talking about the ITQ 
program, at this point. We are only talking about an endorsement approach to that fishery. There 
are no coupons. 

Josephine: Okay. Could you give me some insight on how we could up our 200 pound limit, 
and that way it would be feasible for him to try and go out and make a living at that? 

Perry Allen: If you give me your telephone number I will call you at the end of this conference 
call, or give me a time and I will call you. 

Josephine: Okay. I am available anytime, usually mornings are best and my numbers is 
(504)787-2684. 

Perry Allen: Good enough. Thank you. 





Ken: Thank you Mrs. Cheramie. Mark, call your next person please. 

Lonies Mayeux: I would like to give them my phone number too. (504) 787-3507 

Perry Allen: What was the telephone number, again? I didn't get that one down. 

Linus: (504) 787-3504 

Ken: Thank you Mr. Mayeux. Mark, your next person, please. 

Mark: That is all of the public comment. 

Ken: Okay. Before we go on to Pascagoula, do any Council members have any questions of 
anyone who has spoken, before we move on? 

Hearing none, let us go to Pascagoula. Scott Nichols? 

Scott Nichols: Ken, my only outside guest does not wish to speak. I did take a call yesterday, 
though, from a citizen that wanted to make sure his comments got in. I referred him to Council 
office, but I also took a statement. He said he represented the charter boat association. I will 
deal with that anyway you want. If you would like me to summarize his comments I will, or if it 
more appropriate that he write you. 

Ken: It may be that Steve Atran received those in the Council ofice, I am not sure. What was 
the individual's name. 

Scott: Jim Twiggs. He said he represented the Mississippi Gulf Coast Charter Boat Captain's 
Association. 

Ken: How long is the statement? 

Scott: Just a one sentence summary, really. He favored Reducing the minimum size to 14 inches 
if and only if it applied to sports fishermen as well. 

Ken: Okay. Thank you very much, Scott. No one else. Did we ever get connected with 
Panama City and Debbie Fable? Debbie Fable are you there? 

Debbie: Can you hear me? 

Ken: Yes, we can now. Do you have anybody there? 





Debbie: Two speakers here. 

Ken: We have somebody speaking on the line. Would you please move away from the phone so 
we can speak to Debbie Fable in Panama City. Debbie, go ahead and proceed; you have three 
minutes for your first speaker, please. 

Debbie: The first one is on the line. 

Roland Mason: I represent Captain Dukes Boat Service out of Destin, Florida. I just wanted to 
agree with the gentlemen who mentioned so much the experience of so many of the fishermen. 
Pulling up on a spot and having have so many fish that they are having to send back down, and of 
course, many of them do not survive. We have had to leave those spots on numerous occasions 
because the fish maturity has not reached the 15 inch length. 

Ken: Okay. Any questions for Mr. Mason? Does that complete your comments, Mr. Mason? 

Roland: Certainly. 

Ken: Any questions for Mr. Mason? 

Julius Collins: That means then, you favor Reducing the size to 14 inches, Mr. Mason? 

Roland: Absolutely does. 

Julius: Absolutely not, you said? 

Roland: Absolutely does. We favor.. . 

Julius: All right. Thank you very much, sir. 

Roy: Is Mr. Dukes, did he say earlier that he was a charter fisherman? 

Roland: I represent Captain Dukes Boat Service, which is both charter boat and commercial 
fishing, primarily the commercial. 

Roy: Thank you. 

Ken: Okay, Debbie. The other person please? 





Vernon: I would like to ask Mr. Mason a question, please. Mr. Mason, at the end of your 
statement you said that you represent Captain Dukes Charter Service, which is also commercial. 
Then your comments referred to commercial, is that correct? 

Mr. Mason are you still there? 

Roland: Yes. You are correct in your assessment. It is Captain Dukes Boat III, which is a 
commercial boat, and the Miss Karen is a commercial boat, and then we have several charter 
boats, also. 

Vernon: My question was, your comments on the mortality of the fish. Were you referring to 
the commercial fishing side of this, or were you referring to general mortality whether you are 
charter fishing or the commercial boats? 

Roland: Actually, it is true in both cases. My reference earlier, however, was to the commercial 
boat. 

Vernon: But what you are saying is that you see a similar mortality under both fishing 
conditions, either commercial or charter. 

Roland: That is correct. 

Ken: (dog bark) I did not understand that comment. I do not know how to recognize that 
individual, but.. . 

Man: It must have been a government man. 

Ken: Do you have a cold today, or something? 

Debbie, if you have another person, we would be glad to hear. 

Jerry Anderson: I have two Red Snapper boats with endorsement. I have been in the fishery 
since 1976. I am in favor of a Reduction to 14 inches. It is taking us twice as long this year to 
make the same number of trips we made last year at this time. My captains are reporting 
anywhere from 500 to 700 pounds of discard, each trip, on the fifteen inch standard. We are 
measuring on a 15 114 inches to make sure we do not get caught with the undersized fish. I agree 
wholeheartedly with Albert King on his proposal, on his stance. Thank you very much. 

Roy: I have a question for Mr. Anderson. Mr. Anderson, you indicated that you wanted to go to  
the 14 inches. If the total commercial quota had to be lowered by 7 percent or 10 percent in 





order to compensate for the increase fishing mortality, the increased numbers of fish harvested, at 
14 inches, would you still favor the 14 inches, even at a lower commercial quota? 

Jerry: Yes, I would. I feel like as long as we are fishing under this derby system, for the benefit 
for my particular boat and the fishery, we want to get in and get out as soon as possible. Thank 
you. 

Ken: Debbie, do I understand that is the end of public testimony. 

Debbie: Yes, sir. 

Ken: Thank you very much. Any further questions for Mr. Anderson and Mr. Mason at Panama 
City? 

If there are none, let us go to St. Petersburg, Joe Kimmel. Joe are you still with us? 

Joe: I am still here. I do not have any cards filled out but I do have a brief letter, if you would 
like me to read that. 

Ken: Yes, sir. 

Joe: "Dear Mr. Kirnrnel. Being the owner and operator of the MNKDS," Let me just stop here 
and say that this is by a guy named Sigurd Smeby, Jr. "Being the owner and operator of 
MNKDS, I am in compliance with going back to 14 inches (TL) total size limit for the minimum 
length of Red Snapper. I would like to see this take place as soon as possible. Thanks Sigurd 
Smeby." 

Ken: Joe. Joe, are you still there? 

Joe: I am still here. That individual is a commercial operator. He gives me his permit number, I 
guess. 

Scott Nichols: Ken, my one attendee in Pascedula would like to speak. 

Mr. Davis: It is a technical question. I am not a commercial fishermen but I am interested in 
their research needs. I guess my question would go to Dr. Powers. My question is, do the 
scientists see a need for technical studies that relate population size as to the depths of the fishing 
areas and would such studies impact the rules needed for regulating the keeper size allowance? 

Joe Powers: Yes. If, in fact, we could assign all of the catches to a particular depth at which 
they were caught and have some knowledge about the release mortality when they are being 





brought up from those depths, those would definitely affect some of the rules that we have been 
discussing today. A research program to do that comprehensively is fairly extensive, but on a 
small scale, even then, I think it is quite useful information. 

Ken: Thank you, Joe. If there are no hrther activities under item V, let us move to item VI and 
have Steve Atran read us the summary of the written comments. 

Steve Atran: We received 16 comment items as of this morning, in the Council office. Two of 
those were telephone calls; the others were letters. Incidentally, neither of the letters that were 
entered into the record during public testimony are among the ones that we received. So, if Scott 
Nichols and Joe Kirnmel could get those letters forwarded to us, we could add them to the 
permanent file here. 

Of the 16 items that we received, all but one were in favor of Reducing the size limit. The one 
that supported maintaining status quo, I am a little bit uncertain about. We had a telephone call 
from Ron Anderson, in which the message indicated support for retaining the 15 inch size limit 
until the end of the year. However, he was also a signer on a petition that we received asking that 
the size limit be Reduced. So, I am not quite certain what his position is on that. 

As far as what we received. We did receive that petition. It was signed by 20 people, all but one 
were endorsement holders. One person indicated that he was a 200 pound fisherman. We also 
received two letters from Florida, one from Alabama, five from Mississippi, two from Louisiana, 
and two fiom Texas. All of these people requesting a size limit Reduction. Eight of the letters 
did not speci@ a size limit or indicated that they would have kept either a 13- or 14-inch. Five of 
the letters specifically asked that the size limit be Reduced to 14 inches, and two letters, both of 
them from Texas, requested that the size limit be Reduce to 13 inches. 

The reasons that were cited for Reducing the size limit: The lower mortality rate that would 
result. That was cited on the petition and one of the letters. Market demand for the one to two 
pound fish was cited in the petition plus three of the letters. Most of the comments referred to 
trying to Reduce the waste from release fish that did not survive. That was cited on the petition 
and ten of the letters that we received. Five of the letters noted that it was economically 
detrimental to have the 15 inch size limit. One letter said that the TAC would be obtained faster if 
the size limit were Reduced. That was put forward as a reason of why we should go forward 
with the lower size limit. I am not sure on the rational there. 

A couple of other comments that were in the letters. One person, Captain John Wood, was both 
a commercial fisherman and a diver. His letter said, in diving of 72 feet of depth he had observed 
that fish that had been released with their bladders punctured were not able to stay upright. They 
were falling over and subsequently being eaten by other things. We also had one person, Johnny 
McDaniels, point out that on a recently completely trip he had to discard about 300 pounds of 





Snapper that were about 14 112 inches long. We had one other person that indicated that about 
one or two out of every 12 fish that he catches are of legal size. 

I also went through and since if we come out with a request for an emergency action, we do need 
some justification as to why it is an emergency, and as I looked through the letters to see if there 
was anything suggesting that, specifically, there was an emergency in this particular instance, and 
the only thing that stood out was a letter from Doug Horn of Clark Seafood made a statement 
that the fishermen and dealers are suffering a severe economical impact because of the 15 inch 
size limit. We also had five of the letters indicate that they were opposed to ITQ. 

Ken: Okay, Steve. That completes.. . Steve? 

Steve: That completes the comments that were received in writing. 

Ken: Any questions of Council members to Steve? Hearing none, let us move on to item VII, 
which is Council debate and action. I want to lead that off by indicating to you that January 3 1, 
1996 fax to Council members, which was the mail ballot, which I authorized to be sent to you, 
should not have been construed as being synonymous with the chairman having determined that 
an emergency existed. Therefore, the first item that we are going to debate is whether or not 
there is an emergency here, by which an action would be necessitated. The floor is open. Who 
do I recognize? 

Philip Horn: I will start things off In my mind, this particular situation could be construed as an 
emergency in the fact that the Council twice previously has voted to Reduce or change the 15 and 
16-inch increases of Amendment 5 that we had. We have done that twice. We did it in 
Amendment 12 and we did it in the regulatory amendment, back in November. 

I think that perhaps the hrlough of the government, as I have been told, has been a cause of many 
problems with getting things done through the system. Again, we do not know that Washington 
was going to approve what we had done, but I think the intent of the Council was very clear. 
Since 1994 we have wanted to Reduce or maintain a 14-inch size limit for the commercial sector, 
due to the fact ofjust what we heard today from the public comments about the mortality of 
commercial fishing. We have even heard it from the charter industry and the recreational fishing 
industry, that mortality is, in fact, higher than what we had estimated it to be. I know we have 
been using the 33 percent mortality rate, but we have been hearing this for over a year and even 
longer. So, I feel like to allow these numbers of fish to continue to be killed could be construed 
as an emergency since the Council did do it through the votes twice, to request this, we could do 
that and use that as the rational. That we would like it done now, if in fact the Council votes to 
do that. 

Ken: Thank you. Anyone else, please. 





Bob Shipp: Just to kind of put things in perspective, especially this definition of emergency, I 
might ask Wayne to recount some of the recent emergency actions that the Council has taken, so 
that we can better understand what historically has constituted an emergency. 

Wayne: We had, at least, two of them on mackerel, one related to the eastern zone king 
mackerel commercial quota, having been taken in the Panhandle of Florida before those fish 
moved into the Keys, and the Council, by emergency action, did request an additional amount of 
allocation being granted. That was granted by the National Marine Fishery Service. 

We took similar action in regard to mackerel in the western zone because, I guess, the fish had 
not moved into the central Louisiana area before the quota was taken, according to fisherman. 
That action, although the Council approved it as an emergency request, was denied by National 
Marine Fishery Service. Thanks. 

Ken: Thank you, Wayne. Anyone else? 

Andy Kemmerer: I had just one comment, and maybe back to Phil on the issue of does an 
emergency does exist, my only concern about Phil's comment, and he is correct that the Council 
has, on two occasions, requested a Reduction in the size limit form 15 to 14 inch&, but each time 
those measures have come up, we have made it very clear that that could not be effective by . 
February 1 st. The Council each time elected not to move forward with emergency action at those 
points. I am just curious, why is it now an emergency? Why wasn't it an emergency in 
November or December or at a previous time? 

Philip: I would like to respond that Andy, in our March meeting, if you have got all the 
information that was sent to us from Wayne and Steve Atran, we requested through, I believe it 
was Amendment 11, at the time, for a preferred alternative to do away with the increases for the 
commercial fishery, and you wanted to postpone making those choices until we got the stock 
assessment. We did that. We voted on it, but we waited until we got a stock assessment. You 
told us that we could do fiamework, through the framework. We could set TAC and size limits 
at that time. We have done it, and we still don't have them. We did it in September through, I 
think, Amendment 12. We did a regulatory amendment in November. We have asked for it. We 
have asked for it. We have asked for it. You have yet to tell us no, but yet you keep putting us 
off and telling us the time element is a problem. I either want you to tell us no, we are not going 
to do it, or tell us we can and stop putting off why we can or can't do it. I think it is clear that the 
Council wanted this. Again, either tell us no or do it. 

I think the fishermen are correct that they are concerned, from what I am hearing, more so about 
the biology of the animal as opposed to the economic impact. Because, yes there is an economic 
impact for an increase in smaller fish, increased prices in smaller fish, but the fact that they are just 
killing all these fish and watching them float off is, there seems to be more concern there then for 





the economic benefit. I think, in my mind, this is an biological issue, more so than an economic 
issue. I do not think economic impacts are, overall, that substantial. Although, $1 to  one guy 
means a whole lot more than $20 to another guy. So, I think this is an issue that exists. 

Of course, we did not as Council, I do not think that any Council member brought this to the 
table. If they did I was not aware of it. I think this came from outside areas. So, I think we 
should address it, and we are doing it. To me, it is kind of clear that we were asked to look at it 
by some folks higher up than us, so that is what we are doing. If that is not an emergency, I do 
not know what would be. 

Andy Kemmerer: General Council wants to respond. 

Mike McLemore: I just wanted to make a comment . Simply looking back at the previous 
Council votes, and the timing of those votes and where we are with implementing those votes 
doesn't really establish that there is an emergency, here, simply because they have not been 
implemented at this point. I understand that there is an amendment that has been submitted now, 
which contains this very measure in it. That certainly implies a lack of urgency, that remains 
necessary to establish an emergency. 

NMFS has published criteria as to, and guidelines to help the Council identifl when an emergency 
exists. I think have been some memorandums written and distributed to the Council member on 
that issue, with regard and in preparation to this call. I think it may be helpful, as the Council 
debates this particular issue, to ask what would happen, what would be the impact of not passing 
an emergency rule, not doing this? And describe with as much specificity and detail as you can, 
what impact would occur to get you to a point where you have described and urgent situation that 
requires an emergency regulation. That is all I have, thank you. 

Tom Van Devender: (Sitting in for Glade Woods) Without belaboring this issue any longer, I 
think that, clearly, if you look at the federal register that was included in Wayne Swingles note to  
E.V.E. Joy, that under the emergency criteria, the very first thing published in the Federal 
Register states that, "results from recent unforeseen events or recently discovered circumstances." 
Well, clearly this morning, we have heard some unforeseen catches of large numbers of small fish. 
I think that, right there, would constitute an emergency under this definition. 

Philip: Also, as Wayne pointed out in his letter to Ms. Joy, the Council is considering this action 
only because other vehicles for this action were not timely or effective. I think this is very plain 
the Council wanted this for quite some time, and we have not been able to achieve it through the 
normal course of action. 

Ken: Thank you, Mr. Horn. Anyone else, please? 





Vernon: Question for Dr. Kernrnerer. Andy, what are your present projections on harvest or 
filling of the 3.06 million pound quota. 

Andy: I have not looked ahead that point. We have been tracking that 1 million pounds initially, 
to see where we are in that. We expect that to be, it will probably be about on target of where it 
was last year, Vernon, about 50 days. I haven't calculated that, but it is about 50 days. We 
expect to be at one million pounds either tomorrow or the day after, for this year. 

Vernon: Can I have a follow-up Mr. Chairman? 

Ken: Yes, sir. 

Vernon: You say 50 days, so now you opened February 1, so you are looking at roughly the last 
week in March. Is that correct? 

Andy: That is about correct, yes. 

Vernon: If the Council moves forward to recommend this emergency action, it is my 
understanding that the earliest on this, would be on March the 4th. 

Andy: That is correct, if we assume that the rule will be noncontreversial or March the 8th, if it 
is controversial. That is under fairly ideal circumstances. That would be that there would be 
about one million pounds left. 

Vernon: With one million pounds of this left, Andy, doesn't that constitute a significant 
economic benefit to these fishermen. Whereas, if you look at it in just.. . 

Andy: The economic benefit to those fishermen, to put it quantitatively, is about $23,000. 

Vernon: The tack I am taking, and I have read through your estimates of $23,0000, but the tack 
that I am taking here is that that extra $300 to $500 per fishermen may make the difference 
between a profit or a break even or maybe even a loss on a trip due to expense. And, if we are 
looking at these fishermen surviving until they can get the rest of this quota harvested. I think, 
now, we are talking about a real economic emergency, not in terms of the total fishery, but in 
terms of the individuals who are trying to earn their living from this fishery. I think that amount 
of money that could be made in those three weeks, could, in fact, make the difference of some of 
these people staying in the fishery. 

Andy: ..(switch tape) $230 dollars is on,  in terms of what they would make, with or without the 
14-inch size limit for this, our quota. I have heard no testimony or anybody comment that they 
are going out of business for $230. 





Vernon: My point that it could be that magnitude, per trip. That is the way that I understood it. 

Andy: I think one of the other issues, Vernon, I will just comment on this. I think it is 
appropriate and probably needs to be brought up later on, one of the key things has not been 
emphasized, although Dr. Powers and Dr. Goodyear did mention it, but currently we allocate this 
resource on a 5 1 percent141 percent ratio. That implies that impact on a resource should be about 
49 percent to 5 1 percent recreation~commercial, respectively. To achieve that same degree of 
impact, assuming the release mortality are, they are assumed at this point to be 33 percent for 
commercial and 20 percent for recreational, we would have to reduce the commercial allocation 
by 327,000 pounds. That is the point I was making back then, in November, that the Council had 
not considered what that impact. .. So in other words, to reduce from 15 to 14 inches, assuming 
everything else is correct, to get the same impact on the resource that you would at 15 inches, 
you would have to reduce the commercial allocation by 327,000 pounds. That, by rough 
calculations, is about $700,000. It is hard for me to understand why the commercial fishery 
would rather have a minimum benefit from the smaller size and suffer a much more extensive 
economic benefit by the Reduction in the allocation. 

Vernon: Mr. Chairman, may I respond? 

Ken: Yes, sir. 

Vernon: What I heard from Dr. Powers and Dr. Goodyear in Dr. Powers opening statements, 
and I think Joe added to it, was that they could not actually measure the difference between 14 
and 15 inches on recovery of the stock. Now I am being told you have got to reduce the quota. 
Why would it be biologically necessary to reduce the quota by 327,000 pounds if you cannot even 
measure the effect of changing, in terms of recovery. 

Andy: What I am talking about is the allocation. Again, it is the allocation that we are talking 
about. What you are suggesting by going to a smaller size limit for the commercial fishery, and 
that is the same situation for the recreational fishery, is that you will allow the impact of the 
commercial fishery to increase proportionately higher than it would have been at 5 1 percent. 

Philip: Andy, I do not understand what you are talking about. The allocation is based on 
pounds, not on number of fish. The recreational allocation is pounds and computed out in 
numbers. The commercial is pounds. It was all done on pounds landed. It was never done on 
numbers of fish. I do not understand what you mean, we have got to change allocation. We have 
never discussed this before. I do not know where it came from. 

Andy: That was the point that I made in November, that the problem still is that there is an 
implied impact on the resources as functions of the pounds. Let me finish. If you were, for 
example, to allow that commercial fishery to take six-inch snapper, you would have to  





substantially reduce the allocation. I think, no size limit on the commercial fishery, you cannot 
have the same allocation on that basis as you would otherwise. Size limits and allocation are very 
closely tied together by implication if nothing else. 

Albert: Dr. Roberts, I have a question. Dr. Kernmerer, are we confined to looking at any kind of 
a national standard as being a criteria for any of this, or do we throw that out when we talk of the 
emergency rule? 

Andy: No, national standards apply across the board for all. 

Albert: Okay. Good. Then, in the event that we look at what has happened according to, I 
think, a letter from you about what the recreational over-harvest is on the allocation, will you 
show me where you proposed to address that? If you are going to talk about the readdressing of 
the allocation, where is that being addressed anywhere? Has that been formulated by the Service 
in any way? 

Andy: I think we were looking at the Council to take that sort of action. 

Albert: Oh, so in other words, what you are saying is that if we request this on the commercial 
sector, you-all are going take that position yourselves because of some kind of scientific feel good 
measure, but if you are not, you are going to make us do that from the commercial side, I mean 
the recreational side. Is that correct? 

Andy: Our intent is to, that is the reason for the Council process, Mr. King, through the ... 

Albert: Well, I am glad to hear that, but the main thing about it is when we are talking about the 
"conservation and managed measures who practice will promote efficiency in the utilization of 
fishery resources, except that no measure shall have economic allocation." That is just number 
five. 

The thing that I find on all of this, Andy, is that there are certain issues here, that when something 
goes against the desire of the service, we get nick-picked. And, this is what I am saying and what 
I am seeing is happening here. When it is not measurable by the degree that the stock assessment 
says it is not measurable by, that is not any good, and that is what it says. 

I almost take this, again, as being threats. This is no more than extortion to say if you try and 
mess with anything that we have to review then we are going to do something else to  you. That 
is all that is, Andy, and that is not based on science, that is based on hypothesis. 

Andy: Albert, let me just make it very clear. I am emphasizing some facts for the Council. You 
need to be aware of those facts. If you do not want to listen to them, what you are saying is the 





National Marine Fishery Service should have no say in this. I have an equal say as a Council 
member. I do not agree with you, Albert. 

Ken: Let's see if the chair can get us to the point where we are going to address this first issue. 
Anyone else need to be brought into the conversation as to whether or not we have an emergency 
here? 

Roy: I would like to speak. Thank you Mi-. Chairman. I am speaking against the emergency. I 
do not believe that there is an emergency here. I think what has happened is pretty much what 
could be anticipated that has happened. 

First of all, in the testimony from both Mr. Stone and the gentleman from Panama City, Mr. 
Anderson, indicated that they were having to throw back 500 to 700 pounds on a 2000 pound 
trip. So, he used an average of 600 pounds per trip, that is a 2600 pound trip, about 20 percent 
to 23 percent of it is being thrown back. If we look back at the 1994 data that was presented this 
morning, that was faxed to us this morning by Mr. Vondruska, it looks like from 1994 about 9 
percent to 10 percent of the total harvest was less than fifteen inches. So, there has been some 
increase but I would argue that some of that increase could be anticipated. We do believe that 
our measures are working. We have gotten continuous testimony from fishermen that red 
snapper are increasing in abundance. We should anticipate that recruitment is going to increase. 

What happened this year, is not necessarily going to happen in subsequent years. If you look at 
the 1995 stock assessment prepared by Dr. Goodyear, and you read the history of what happened 
with recreational minimum sizes, basically the same thing occurred. If you look at the MRFSS 
data, and I am looking at page 47 of the 1995 assessment. If you look at the MRFSS data when 
the first minimum size limit was put into place, 60 percent of the red snapper caught by 
recreational fishermen were undersized. By 1993, that number had decreased to 40 percent, but 
then it increased again in 1994 because the minimum size was raised to 14 inches. I think the 
things that are going on are anticipated, and they really don't constitute an emergency. I think 
what is happening is what Council intended to happen. If we have changed our minds, now, I 
really don't think that constitutes an emergency. 

That is it Mr. Chairman. 

Philip: I would argue against some of Roy's comments. The fact that we have put management 
measures in place for the past six years, and each year we have changed our management 
measures without ever knowing what any impact the previous measure was having on the fishery, 
whether it be commercial or recreational. We have no idea what we have done, whether it is 
working or not working or if we had done nothing, we may be in the same boat today that we 
were in then and have just as many fish. We don't know that because we have not allowed any 
management measure in the snapper fishery to work before we found out what it was going to do. 





Ken: Thank you, Mr. Horn. Anyone else, please? 

Hal Osburn: I just wanted to mention that I think we have an economic emergency in this 
fishery, but I do not think it was caused by raising the minimum size limit. What I have been 
looking at in these economic data and my fishermen are telling me very directly, you can see the 
price per pound, not even accounting for inflation, has dropped from the $4.00 plus range in the 
late 80's to the $3.00 range. That is a direct result of us having a derby fishery, and I do not think 
it is a, you know, that is a 25 percent to 30 percent change in exvessel value, with the size limits 
staying the same in that time period. It seems like our economic emergency is a result of our 
failure to implement an ITQ so that we can spread out the harvest of these fish and not allow the 
price fixing and the derby fishery and the problems complimenting with that. So, I do not believe 
that our economic emergency is a result of a 15 inch size limit. 

Ken: The Chair is going to ask for somebody to make a motion in this regard. I am going to 
insist that we a vote on whether or not this is an emergency. Does anyone care to offer a motion? 

Philip Horn: Mr. Chair, I so move. 

Ken: Mr. Horn moves. Mr. King seconds it. The Council has found an emergency action is 
warranted in this particular situation. Any discussion please? 

Man: I would like to have a statement as to what that emergency is. I think that needs to be 
Cleared by the maker of the motion. Is this economic or biological? 

Ken: Mr. Horn and Mr. King. 

Philip: As I stated before, in my mind, this is more of a biological problem than it is economic. 
Again, there is no question the economic difference is there. They would have somewhat more of 
the smaller size fish, which today and since the first week of the fishery, has been paying more 
money. Exvessel prices have been higher for fish that were two pounds or less. Again, I do not 
think we can question what $1.00 or $20.00 means to any individual. To some people it means 
more than it means to others. 

The fact that we are killing all of these fish just for the h n  of it, to me, it is more of a biological 
issue than it is anything else, and the fact that we could not get what the Council requested, twice 
previously done, in an expedient manner, due to reasons beyond our control, such as the 
furlough. We were putting off waiting on the stock assessment that was not timely presented to 
the Council, for a lot of reasons, and we will not go into the reason why. We did not receive our 
stock assessment in time. We did not have the regulatory amendment done in Septeniber; we did 
it in November. Because of stock assessment failure and all of those things have caused us not to  
be able to achieve what the Council has requested and voted on and two amendments in the past. 





Ken: Thank you Mr. Horn. Mr. King, as second, do you have anything to add? 

Albert: Yes, I would add that in November of 1995, the Council meeting in New Orleans, the 
Council reviewed the stock assessment and set TAC and quotas for the 1996 season. The 
Council decided to, after a 9.12 million pound TAC was approved by the Council, and a motion 
was made to retain the 14-inch commercial size limit. The motion was amended to remove the 
automatic increase to the commercial sector. The minutes and discussion are part of our Council 
record. The motion that passed was to remove to provisions for the commercial sector for 
automatic red snapper minimum size increases to 15 inches total in 1996 and 16 inches in '98. 
That was the amendment, of course, that is what was in Amendment 5, we were taking that out. 

Now, for whatever reason, whether you want to call it the unwillingness of NMFS, whether you 
want to call it fbrloughs, whatever you want to call it, that action has not been provided to us. As 
far as I am concerned, that is the reason for the emergency action, is to tell the fishermen and 
show the fishermen that we, or that giving NMFS the opportunity of letting them show what they 
want to do about a Council action. 

If the Council is going to make these actions as we have done, under that amendment and 
procedure, then I certainly feel like we should have an emergency to let that part only, that 14- 
inch size limit, become an emergency because of the inactivity or unwillingness of NMFS, . 
whatever that might be. 

Ken: Thank you Mr. King. Anyone else? 

Andy: Let me just, again, set the record straight. In the November meeting we were very 
emphatic that the regulatory amendment would not get through by February 1st. The Council 
was very much aware of that, at that time, 

PhiIip: I would also like to state that Dr. Kemrnerer also told us at previous meetings that we 
could set size limits at the same time we set TAC and then when the season opened they would 
both go into effect at that time. It is in the record that he stated that. 

Ken: Thank you Mr. Horn. Anyone else? 

Hearing no additional comments are you ready to vote? If so, Wayne please call the roll. 





Wayne: 

.............. Mr. Collins Yes 
................ Dr. Fisher No 
................. Mr. Horn Yes 
................. Ms. Foote No 

............ Dr. Kemmerer No 
.................. Mr. King Yes 

............. Mr. Lessard Yes 
.............. Mr. Martin Absent 
............. Mr. Minton Yes 
............. Mr. Osburn No 
........... Mr. Williams No 

................ Dr. Shipp No 
.............. Mr. Wallin Yes 

Mr. Van Devender ....... Yes 
.............. Dr. Roberts No 

Seven, seven. 

Ken: Motion fails. 

Man: Are we to other business? 

Ken: We can't take the second action, we have other business, unless someone wants to call for 
another motion. Hearing none, let us move on. Does anybody have anything under other 
business? 

Roy: Mr. Chairman, is there any possibility of us taking up the issue of fish traps when we have 
our meeting in Marathon next month, at least having some kind of a workshop for the public. 
From my perspective, it is much more important than the mullet issue. 

Ken: I know we have received, Wayne could probably comment, we have received. Evidently a 
misunderstanding got out that we were going to be taking public testimony there. 

Roy: Well, my comments at the last meeting, I think, probably would have led people to believe 
that. I did not make any public comments, other than what I made at the meeting, but certainly 
my comments there, I felt we were moving along a little faster than I guess we actually were. I 
surmised that we were going to have some sort of hearing in Monroe County on fish traps. 





Wayne: What caused the confbsion was we sent out a copy of the Council agenda, in which we 
had listed public testimony for Reef fish Amendment 13. We had previously, in drafting the fish 
trap amendment, designated that as an options paper for Amendment 13 and subsequently we 
changed amendment designations and made 13 the amendment to extend the red snapper 
endorsement system. Doug Gregory and John Sanchez did get a lot of comments from people, 
based on that change, that anticipated that we would be taking final action on that amendment. 

We have not even quite finished drafting the amendment and the intent for Amendment 14, 
addressing fish traps, was for the Council to approve it for public hearings that would come later. 
Since that time, Dr. Roberts as chairman and Philip Horn as chairman of the committee, have 
agreed it would be better for us to take final action on that amendment in July at the Tampa 
meeting, since it is a Florida issue. But, either of them, as chairman of the committee or chairman 
of the Council could allow additional testimony on that issue, in March if time permits and if they 
choose to do that, as chair. 

I do not think that we can change, probably at this late date, change the Red Drum Management 
Committee to have that hearing. We could, if that Council chooses to, have some sort of 
nighttime discussion, unofficially. We would probably have to notice that in the Federal Register 
and to the public, as well. 

Ken: Karl, what are your and Tom's feelings over there? 

Tom: Are you talking to me? 

Ken: Yes, both ofyou. 

Tom: I am sorry. I was not paying attention. 

Karl: I was paying attention; I can answer. I would like to see, in a sense, the main people that 
are going to be impacted if we move the boundary line up to the 24.9 degree latitude will be the 
people, here, in the Keys, for them to give some public comment, at this time, a that present 
location. Because, I think that we will have a greater turn out than if the meeting is in Tampa. 

Ken: Do you want to make a motion to that effect, Karl? 

Albert: I will second it. 

Karl: I would like to make a motion that we allow the public comment. I agree with what 
Roy said, I agree with him wholeheartedly. There is a bit of confusion and people have contacted 
me about this, also, as well as other members of the Council.. So, I would like to make a motion 





that they be allowed to give public testimony on Amendment 14 in the meeting here, in the 
Keys. 

Albert: I will second it. 

Ken: Okay. It has been moved and seconded to allow public testimony on Amendment 14 
when we are in the Keys at the March meeting. 

Philip: I would like to ask Wayne, is the only way that we can squeeze this in to our schedule 
other than through a nighttime hearing? 

Wayne: Well, we certainly could add it to other business and just work on Thursday until 
evening time, because we have, at least, got the facility at that point in time. 

Ken: What will that do to our hotel reservation? It would turn it into a five-day Council 
meeting, then. 

Wayne: Well, basically, it would primarily effect the members travel away from that meeting if 
they have got a flight scheduled before that time. But, we may not have that much testimony on 
the Mackerel Amendment and we do have something on the order of six hours for the red snapper 
issues and mackerel in testimony. 

Roy: Wayne, is there any chance of abbreviating the review of the mullet fishery and then just 
continuing with a public workshop for a couple of hours? 

Wayne: You could, but we have also noticed to the public that that discussion before the Red 
Drum committee on mullet will take place. Because of the confbsion, we went ahead and mailed 
the news release to all of south Florida before we distributed to the other areas. 

Roy: So that three hours that is set aside there is really reserved. It cannot buy the public notice 
and we cannot cut into that now. 

Wayne: Not unless you want us to revise that agenda and then notice the public and change the 
Federal Re~ister. We could, that was scheduled from, I think, 2:30 till 5:30. So, it is your 
decision. 

Larry: The trap issue would not be before the same committee, would it? 

Wayne: No it would not, in that instance, although that is not to say that the Reef Fish 
Management Committee couldn't, if we are going to change the agenda, we could put the Reef 





Fish Management Committee over into that time slot. They could hear the public's comments on 
that before their formal meeting the next morning. That might work well. 

Hal: Except for those of us on both committees. 

Wayne: It would just mean that we would cancel the red drum activity on mullet to  some 
subsequent time. 

Hal: Okay. 

Ken: Is there some additional, some other time at the same Council meeting? 

Wayne: A hture Council meeting, probably Tampa would be more appropriate. 

Ken: Well, we were responding to some comment that Roy had given us at the January meeting. 
How do you feel about that Roy? 

Roy: About holding the final hearing in Tampa. The final hearing is okay. I would just like a 
workshop where people could express their opinions. 

Ken: I guess I am not being clear. We were responding to your comment at the January meeting 
concerning holding a mullet meeting while we were in the Keys. Wayne, are you suggesting that 
we put the mullet meeting off to another meeting then? 

Wayne: What I thought I heard was a suggestion from the Council, which we could do. The 
original request for that mullet meeting was from Karen Bell of Cortez by letter, and Tom Wallin 
elaborated on that at the last meeting. 

Karl: Mr. Chairman, can I make a statement, please? Ken, there are basically only nine people 
that are going to be impacted here in the Keys on this fish trap issue. I, myself, do not foresee a 
large turnout. If we do as Roy suggested and have a workshop on it, maybe we could just include 
this in our normal time for public testimony. We could noti@ them that this is not final action. 
This is a workshop. That way, they will be allowed to give their input but it would not generate 
the large numbers for people to turn out if it was final action. 

Roy: If I may, I think Karl's idea is a good one. I noticed on the agenda that we have got public 
testimony from Tuesday at 1:45 to 5:30. We have got draft Reef fish amendment 13, which is 
now the endorsement system. I do not think you are going to get lots of comment on that. Red 
snapper regulatory amendment, and Draft Coastal Pelagic Amendment, you will get a lot of 
mackerel testimony. Mackerel Amendment 8 is on there, and you will get a lot of comment on 
that. I would think that we probably could accommodate them there, or at least limit it to so 





, many speakers. You could even limit the number of speakers if you were going to allow, or make 
all of them go last, if you want, after the other testimonies. It would be appropriate to take some 
comment, I think. 

Andy: Just commenting on Roy's comment, It just seems that every time we mention fish traps 
there is a whole bunch of people that show up, for and against. I am just, I cannot imagine that 
being a small public hearing. 

Roy: Okay, I do not know. 

Andy: You know more of the people down there than I do. It is just, we have never had a small 
public hearing on fish traps. 

Roy: Okay. Well, either one of those would be acceptable to me, either moving mullet or having 
them speak under the public testimony section. 

Ken: Judging from Andy's comments, you are correct Andy, as long as Tom Wallin, who 
initiated the original discussion doesn't object to having a mullet discussion in Tampa. 

Tom: I do not object. I do not think Karen Bell or the rest of the contingency would mind. . 

Ken: Now, we are back to the question then, if we put it on the committee, Wayne we have got 
the Red Drum Management Committee to hear mullet. Is there something we can do there? 

Wayne: As long as we have got to make that change, we might as well let the Reef Fish 
Management Committee hear that, and it may have the advantage in that they would hear that 
testimony before they reviewed Draft Amendment 14 for public hearings the next morning. 

Ken: Okay. Is there any objection in proceeding with Karl's motion as suggested, rather 
than call the roll? Any objection to proceeding that way and putting the mullet discussion at the 
Tampa meeting? 

Okay. Thank you for that Tom. If there are ... 

Larry: So what that means for my scheduling is that Rick does not go down to the Keys, and 
there will be no discussion on mullet or could it be that Rick goes down to the Keys and discuss 
mullet in front of the Reef fish Management Committee. 

Ken: My understanding is that Rick would not go to thdKeys and discuss mullet under the Reef 
Fish Management Committee, he would go to the Tampa meeting, eventually. 





Okay. Any other business we need to discuss? Wayne, would you bring us up just briefly on the 
personnel committee schedule. Maybe everybody is not up on it. 

Wayne: As you, I think, are all aware now, Mr. Linda11 has decided to terminate his 
employment, and he will do that March 1. What we have done in trying to address filling that 
vacancy is Dr. Kernmerer provided us information from their personnel people that indicated that 
we could consider the 14 applicants that recently submitted applications, but we also had to 
advertise. That advertisement went out and all new applicants are due in by the 26th of February. 
The Personnel Committee has established, with Dr. Shipp's concurrence, a technical review group 
who would numerically rate the new applicants, and then we would have to blend that into the 
original numerical rating. We are proposing a conference call, I guess, meeting of the Personnel 
Committee, which would be a closed session, the week of March the 4th to discuss all of the 
ratings and try to have the committee come up with a recommendation for the top three, or so, for 
the Council's consideration, in the March meeting. That session, I think, we have put a closed 
session on Wednesday evening for the Council to make its final decision on who the new fishery 
scientist should be. 

Ken: Very good. Any questions? Do we have a motion to adjourn? Before we do adjourn, I 
want to express Council's appreciation Andy to your staff, Dr. Powers, Dr. Goodyear, and Dr. 
Waters, Roger Zirnmerman, Scott Nichols, Debbie Fable, Joe Kimmel, and Karen to your staff, 
Mark Schexnayder, some other people I have leR out. We really appreciate the extra effort they 
put in doing this telephone meeting with us. Thank them for us again, when you get a chance to. 

Man: I would certainly like to thank all of the scientists and economists that really turn 
handsprings to try and get the information out to the Council on the impact. I think they have 
got ... at this point of the impact the shifting and the size limit and that is a rather substantial 
amount of information. 

Ken: Thank you again. We are in adjournment. 

DATE 





Attachment No. \,-----I 

AGENDA 

GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

CONFERENCE CALL 

FEBRUARY 15,1996 

I. Call to Order - Roberts 

11. Roll Call - Swingle 

III. Statement of Issue to be Considered - Roberts 

IV. NMFS Scientific Information Related to Issue 
a. Biological - Powers 
b. Economic - Waters 

V. Public Testimony 
a. Galveston - Roger Zimmman (Coordinator) - 
b. G m d  Isle - Mark Schexnayder (Coordinator) we-/ /j- 
c. Pascagoula - Scott Nichols (Coordinator) 0 
d. Panama City - Debbie Fable (Coordinator) F 

e. St. Petersburg - Joe Kimmcl (Coordinator) - 0 
VI. .. Summary of written Comments - Atran 

W. Council Debate and Action - Roberts 

VIII. Other Business - Roberts 
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Attachment NO.&==- 

RED SNAPPER SIZE LIMIT WRITTENITELEPHONE COMMENTS 

16 items received as of 8:47 a.m 

1 item (Ron Anderson, Louisiana) supported retaining the 15" size limit. However, Ron 
Anderson was also a signer t o  the petition requesting a size limit reduction 

Source by area for letters supporting reduction: 

not identified: Petition + 2 
Florida 2 
Alabama 1 
Mississippi 5 
Louisiana 2 
Texas 2 

Petition signed by 20 endorsement holders and 1 non-endorsement holder 
John Amick Ill 
L.D. Oliver, Jr. - Wayne Estay Shrimp Co., Louisiana 
Sea Market Inc (signature illegible), Mississippi 
Robert J. Sullivan, Mississippi ( 1 3" or 14") 
Doug Horn - Clark Seafood, Mississippi (1 3" preferred, 14" acceptable) 
Kay Williams, Mississippi 
Melvin Robinson, Florida 

Capt John Wood, Jr, Alabama 
Sonia Amick 
Roy Martin - Mississippi 
Kenneth Gandy, Florida 
Brerit Eggert, Louisiana 

Snappermen of Texas - Kenneth Reither, Texas 
Snappermen of Texas - Johnny McDaniel, Texas 

Reasons for reducing size limit: 

Lower mortality rate Petition + 1 letters 
Market demand for 1-2 pound fish Petition + 3 letters 
waste from released fish are not survivang Petition + 10 letters 
economically detrimental 5 letters 
TAC would be obtained faster 1 

Capt John Wood, Jr stated that, when diving at 72' depth, he observed that released 
fish that had their air bladder punctured were unable to stay upright. 



Jonny McDaniel stated that on a recently completed trip he discarded 300 Ibs. of 
14.5" snapper. 

Doug Horn, Clark Seafood - Fishermen and dealers are suffering a severe economical impact 
because of the 15 inch size limit. 

1 or 2 out of 12 fish are keepers 

Opposed to ITQ: 5 
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- 
To: Gulf of Mexico Flahery Management Council 

From: Red Snapper Endorsement Holders 

Subject: Commercial oiee limit for Red Snapper 

It is the opinion of  the Commercial Rmd Snapper endorsement 
holder. that  the  reduction of the 8i.e limit for  the Red Snapper 
Industry should be i m p l e m t e b  f o r  theme rearonas 

(1.) bower the mortality rate 

( 2 . )  Economical market demande 1-2 pound f i s h  vhich we can't 
catch 

( 3 . )  The Captain6 of theee v e s s e l 6  are in c o n e t a n t  communf- 
cation and are in agreement that they are slaughtering 
marketable fish. 

-\ 

, 0 r* 1 )  
(p , ,  + .4'' 

..I? Sincerely, 
; ] 5.;"' 

! Y Endorsement Holderr 
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Miss Sea 
John R. Wood, Jr. 

P.O. Box 222 
Dauphin Island A t  36528 

334-861-7111 

February 13, 1996 
1 

I Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 
Fax Memorandum 

Being a commercial fisherman and an avid scuba diver, I am ready for a 14" red 
snapper limit. .Prior to this 'derbyw fshing brought on by NMFS, I was a rod and reel 
fisherman. To stay in this fishery, I have had to automate my fwhing practices, and in 
doing so have found that about 90% of snapper caught in 100' and greater of water are 
dead when landed on the boat and many, many of these fish are in the 14-15" range. 

While divingat 72' depth, I also found that when fisherman burst the bIadder of a 
snapper to release them, it's like a human bursting their inner ear. The fish were 
unable to adjust and just fell over on their sides on the bottom and were eaten by other 
fsh. This summer, I plan on filming this action and encourage the Council and NMFS 
to no longer endorse this practice. 

Sincerely, i7 Y&&fl aptain John R. Wood r. 

Carolyn . Wood 
we 
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Concerning: CHANGING THE RED SNAPPER COMMERCIAL SIZE LIMIT 

I am personally for reducing the commercial red snapper size limit from 15 inches 
to at least 14 inches ( TL) . 

I am the secretarytpart owner of a commercial fishing company . I am also the wife 
of a Historical Snapper Fishing Captain , with an ecological point of view . It is to each 
of our benefit that the commercial red snapper size limit be implemented. 

I encourage each of you to vote FOR REDUCING the size limit mentioned above, 
and I thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Sonia A. Amick 
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To: Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council 

Regarding: Reducing the red snapper commercial size limit 

As an owner/operator of a commercial red snapper fishing vessel, I witness firsthand the amount of waste 
or 

lulling of smaller snapper per trip. I would 1k.e to see the amendment passed in favor of reducing the 
commercial red 

snapper size limit. One or two out of twelve fish now caught are "keepers" , or allowable to be kept by law in 
this 

first opening of the 1996 Commercial Red Snapper season. The size limit of 15 inches that is in effect now, is 

detrimental to out fmances. Please help implement this amandment for the size reduction in this 1996 
commercial red 

snapper season. 

Sincerely, 
John W. Arnick IU 



MARTINS SEAFOOD MARKET 

Roy M .  Martin 
1933 Old Mobile Highway 
Pascagoula, Ms. 39567 

February 1, 1996 

Dear Congressman Livingston: 

I am not i n  favor of  the issuance of I .  T .  Q. or I. F. Q. 
t r i p  t ickets  for couuuercial fisheries. 

I would also  l i k e  to see the legal Red Snapper catch s i z e  
lowered to 14 inches. Setting a 15 inch catch law has caused 
too much wasted catch i n  the Gulf. The 15 inch length has 
also lowered the price o f ' t h e  catch. 

cc:  Senator Trent Lott 
Senator Thad Cochrsn 



napbermen of Texas 

February 2, 1996 

The Honorable Phil Gramm 
United States Senate 
370 Senate Russell Office Building 
Washington, D.C, 205 10 

Dear senator Gramm, 

We are emphntially opposed to an ITQ system for red snapper in the Gulf of d 
Mexico. 

An ITQ system will destroy the economic system of small coastal communities of the 
Gulf. This fishery has provided high quality seafood for thc United States for more than 
50 years and if mQ's are forced on us it will run the small businessman out. 

' 

The free market system built this country and the Red Snapper Industry in the Gulf of 
Mexico. It will continue the keep it viable if it is allowed to work. Please stop ITQ's 
and let the free market forces run our fishery. 

We also request that you demand NMFS reduce the commercial' red snapper size l i m i t .  
We prefer a 13 inch size limit, if there must be one. We are extremely concerned with 
what is being done to the stock of fish with the selective harvesting of this year class. 
The biologist have not been able to answer this concern. We are killing roo many 
smaller fish which could be marketed, 

Thank you for your help and attention to this vital matter. 

- 
Kenneth Reiter 
640 Donnan Ct 
Aransas Pass, Texas 78336 



@ Post O ~ C P  BOX 946 ESTAY ICE COMPANY, fNC. Grand Isle, La. 7US58 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Our company purchases red snapper from fish boats under 
the present  law of fifteen inches. This  henders the b o a t s  
capability o f  catching a certain size of fish vhich'is the 
most valuable s i z e  for the i n d u s t r y .  It has  economical~y 
a f f e c t e d  the fisherman, bmcause we lost the 14$ to 28  snapper 
market to foreign imports. 
In addition we do not support I.T.Q.'s or I.F.Qm9s. 

V i c e  Pr8s. 

Phone: Bue, 787-2168 Hes. 787-2662 
@% 
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Honorable Bob Livir~gston 
U. S. House of Representatives 
Waahington, D. C. 

Our - c q a n y  purchases red anapper from fishing boats. 

The present law for redsnapper is a riftecr~ inch fishr anything 
smaller must bc t h ro~n l  back. First and f~rmostr this i:; El waste O f  
the rcsourca. Secondly. it has rconomically affcctod fiskennen. It 
has affected our busi~rarrs too. We have a l l  lost the one to two 
pound snapper market ta foruign imports. They will not sell us the 
smaller fish unlasr we also purchase their larger fish. 'lhis impedes 
th. Wrican market. 

Wo do not support ITQ~ or rms. 

cc. Trmnt L o t t  
ma C o C m  
Gene Taylor 
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Buddy Candy Seafibod, lnc. 
DULER NO, Wb002960 
3W4 *ST HIGHWAY 198 

P W A  CIIY. FLORlOA 32601 
(904) 7810663 . 

TO won IT MAY CONCERN: 

I would like to recommend to the 6ulf Council t o  reduce 
the siee limit of red snapper t o  14 inches. I am convinced 
that this rould eliminate a great deal of discarded by-catch, 
which would be a conservation measure. 

There will be a positive effect on the marketplace, 
This i s  the most popular s i ze  for the consumer. 

Thank you for  you= consideration to this matter. 

Sincerely, 



i 

February 5 ,  1996 

Honorable Bob Livingston 
U. S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Congressman Livingston: 

Our company purchases red snapper under the present law of fifteen 
inches. This hinders the fishermen's capability of catching a 
certain size of fish which is the most marketable and valuable 
size for the industry. 

The fishermen are suffering a severe economical impact as well 
as the dealers. Because of the fifteen inch size limit, we have 
lost our ~o.1 lb. and No. 2 lb. red snapper market to foreign 
imports. Because of the amount of imports that are now needed 
to fill the void in the market we are not allowed to request 
just one size classification of imports, we have to buy all sizes, 
which affects our fishermen. 

While our preference is for a 13 inch fish, although we would 
support a 14 inch size limit for red snapper. 

We feel that release mortality may be higher in regards to the 
depth of water that the fishermen are fishing. With a 13 inch 
or 14 inch fish less mortality would occur, because marketable 
fish would be utilized that are now being wasted, due to the 
current law. This would also be a conservation measure. I n -  
addition, we do not support ITQ'S or IFQ'S. 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

CLARK SEAFOOD C O . ,  I N c .  

DH :It;* 
CC: Senator Trent Lott 

senator Thad Cochran 



soappermen of Texas 

Gull of Mexico Fishery Management Cvun~il  
Linc~ln Ccnkr, Suite 331 
5401 W. Kennedy I3lvd. 
Tompir, FL 33609-2486 
VIA FAX: 8131225-7016 

near Sir, 

This is in I . U ~ L L ~ ~ Y  to your cmergcncy meeting discussing the commercial size on red 
snappcr, tlre size liniit of these lisl~ 111ust he reduced. 

I recently complered a trip and discarded approximately 300 pounds of red snappcr that 
were in the 14.5 inch rrngc . These fish were caught in 250 fcct uf water and could be 
seen floatiriy in a trail down current, evcn with hladdcr punctured. 

Thcrc appcars to be no shortage ol' list1 arid a 13 inch size limit would he ideal, httcal~se 
~11is is a ~llarketahle fish and would maximize the resource. This would aIso cause us to 
obiail1 the TAC auickcr. 

P . 0 .  Rnx I'?.OS 
Rockport, 'l'exas 7838 1 





@!9 CAPT. DUKES BOAT SERVICE, INC. 
MELVIN E. ROBINSON, PRESIDENT 

Post Office Box 5095 
Deatin, FIorida 32540 

Fax to: Gulf OfMeXicb Fishery Mbqment Council 
Lincoln Center, Suite 33 1 
5401 W. Kennedy Boulevard 
Tampa, Florida 33609-2486 
(8 13) 225-701 5 

Dare Jarmary 8,1996 

Rc: February 15,1996 Emergency Meet@ Consid* 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Transmitted are my comments regarding the above-refer4 matter to be considered on 
Feblwy 1 5 , l ~ :  

Large fish constitute the breeding stock of the Gulf of Mexico; thefefore, if there 
are to be dctions, said limits should be on the larger fish, the larger M being the 
spawning stock TLse small fish (1 to 2 pounds) are-in higher d d  and the price rdezts 
it. For exaqle, large fish sell fbr $1.85 per pwad and small &he fix $2.25 per p o d .  

When trying to catch the larger iisb inch by inch you arc gut booking 14" snapper 
and returning than dead to the water. So, it is an unavoidable and wastefd slaughter of 
fish under 15". 

I would gat&Ny appreciate your taking my remarks and comments into 
cod- at the time of the heering. 

Sincerely, 

Melvin E. R o b ' i n  
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GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

. " 
L~ncoIn Center, Suite 331 5401 W. Kennedy Blvd. 

Tampa, Flor~da 33609-2486 81 31228-281 5 Fax 81 31225-701 5 
VIA FAX 

February 12,. 1996 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: E.V.E. Joy 

FROM: Wayne E. Swingle 
Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Your memo of February 6, 1996 pertaining to the February 15, 1996 Council Conference Call 

I pmoclally f&i there were a number of recent unforeseen events and recently discovered circumstances related 
to the Council's decision to readdress the issue of rescinding the automatic increase in the cornrnerclal sue l h t  ; 
to 15 inches (TL) f a  red snapper set forth in Amendment 5. A number of these were certainly unforeseen by the I 

Council members. The principal unforeseen event was the much greater abundance of undersized fish that I 

fishermen reported they encountered upon opening of this year's season. This factor resulted m the Councll 
considering the issue at the conf&cnce call meeting of February 15 in that these fishermen expressed theu concern 
ova the large number of fish just under 15 inches (TL) that they were killing in the process of harvestrng legal I 

sized fish. It is my understanding that their concerns were expressed to NMFS headquarters and to theu 
congressmen resulting in the upcording mating to discuss this issue. Another unforeseen event to Council 

' 

members was they left the September 1995 meeting fccling assured that ~f the proposed 14 inch size lirmt was 
included in the regulatory amendment spcclfylng TAC for red snapper at the November 1995 meetmg, that ~t I 

would bc implemented by February 1,19%. Ohwise, they would have included it in the September emergenq I 
rule request to delay the opening of the season to February 1, 1996. There would have been ample time for the 
regulatory amendment to have bem implemented by February 1 or shortly thereafter dthe furlough of NMFS 
and otha federal employers had not d Neither was the Council aware, until the November 1995 meetlng. 
that staff had placed a higher priority on completing the other amendments, and the associated RIR and E.4 
analyses, than was placed on completion of Reef Fish Amendment IURIWEA. If Amendment 12 had been 
completed and submitted to NMFS by mid-October, 1995, it could have been implemented by mid-Februm 
1996, if the size limit was approved by NMFS and part of the cooling off period waived. 

In response to your commcnt on withdrawing the regulatory amendment at the January 22-24, 1996 meeting. 
was rather obviaus at that time that the ngulamy amendment would not be implemented by February 1, so 1 an 
not sure how that applies to this i-. Further, the Council elected to provide an addendum to the regulaton 
amendment rather than withdraw and revise it It was Dr. Kemmerer who indicated that this would have the samc 
effect as withdrawing the regulatory amendment. He M e r  indicated that this regulatory amendment was r t x  
only legal vehicle under which we could postpone harvest of the additional amount of the commercial quo1 J 
proposed in the amendment to October 1,1996. 

A council authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservation & Management Act 



The potential msavation problem has been of long standing concern to me. This related to the release mortality 
of red snappa takm on commercial bandit rigs which typically use hydraulic or electric reels with variable speed 
retrieval rates. These rates can be very fast when maximum power is used. The rate of ascent through the water 
column as well as depth at capture are the primary factors that affect the seriousness of embolism. For the past 
fifteen years fishermen using bandit rigs have expressed concerns over the effectiveness of size limits because 
of the high rate of mortality they observe of released fish when fishing the deeper water depths. I have for many 
years suggested that evaluating release mortality from bandit rigs should be a high priority for NMFS research. 
Oniy within the last couple of years has this been addressed by one NMFS study and a MARFM study, both of 
which have onty limited observations at this time and observations are based on "swim down" rates. If the rate 
of ascent from water deeper than 20 fathoms is rapid, then also assuredly there should be damage to internal 
organs, such as liver and kidneys. If this damage is significant then "swim down" observations are not an 
appropriate measure of release mortality because such damage is not readily apparent. Currently the Southeast 
Fisheries Science Center (SEFSC) is using a 33 percent release mortality estimate in the VPA model that is 
largely based on studies using hand cranked reels for capturing the fish, which have a much slower rate of 
retrieval. 

Ifrelease mortality is higher than 33 percent for bandit rigs, which I suspect it is, then gains in yield per recrult 
(YPR) by increasing the size limit decline rapidly as a function of increasing release mortality and the size that 
maximizes YPR is smaller than currently assumed. If release mortality is much higher than 33 percent, then ~t 
becomes more @onable whether the undersized fish should be discarded at all and suggests that it would be 
mac bcncW in tams ofconsemation to retain the fish and count them toward the quota The 1887 report of 
the U.S. Commission on Fish and Fishcries reported on the smacks used to harvest red snapper and 'transport 
than to markets in live wells wnshucted so water could flow through the hulls. This report indicated that fish 
taken hm waters grcata than 20 fathoms may live a day or two, whereas fish takm in 10 fathoms or less lived 
for months on extended trips, e.g., to Havana Cuba Similar smacks were being used in rhe Virgin Islands In 
1968-69, when I worked there. 

Because of these concerns ova  release mortality the Council at its March 1995 meeting included as its preferred 
alternative in Draft Amendment 11 the provision to reduce the size limit permanently to 14 inches (TL). That 
provision was subsequently t r a n s f d  to Amendment 12. 

-. - 
This case doe not fit the rule critaia that the immediate benefits must outweigh the value of advance 
notice, public compcnt and the deliberative process uuder the normal rule making process, because all of these 
actions have already occurred, on two occasions. The first of these were the public processes of hearings and 
public testimony before the Council on Draft Amendment 11 and the second was public testimony before the 
Council on Amendment 12. The Council is considering action only because other vehicles for this action were 
not timely or effective. 

The c c o l o g i c a l ~  is to pievcat additicmal damage to the resource that may be resulting from the greater 
ab* dd&d fish repated by the fishamcn that appear to have resulted fiom a combination of a g o d  
year-class a U a k g  the &&cry and the incnascd federal sizc limit (most states did not implement a compatl ble 
sitc limit). If, as srrmhtal data ad sane scientific data suggest, the release mortality is greater than 33 percent 
thcn wastage of nsource and adverse impact on the stocks will occur and Likely an occuning. 

On your comment about release mortality I don't recall any data in any of our documents related to bandit n 3s 
that suggested a nlease mortality level less than 10 percent. The 1995 red snapper stock assessment and s t a  h 
asstssmnt panel report provide information that i n d i e  implementation of bycatch reduction by May 1997 u I I 

achieve restoration of the red snapper stocks within the recovery period. That is the current proposed scheduic 
of the Council. Considering the relative effects of bycatch reduction and the YPR gain fiom a 15 inch slze I r 

red snapper in the commercial sector, the latter has little effect. 



I NMFS wll p v i &  i d i o n  on thc price differential by size that would allow assessing thc economic 
effect, provided we lmcw the poundage being discarded, which we will not know. The real economic loss will 
be in the was- ifrdcasc mortality is h i g k  than 33 percent, but unfortunately we do not haw a comprehensive 
evaluation of that rate for bandit rigs which are the principal gear in the fishery. If we accept the anecdotal 
infomation Erom honest fishermen who are concerned over the unnecessary wastage of fish and its effect on 
c o m a t i o n  of the stocks then "most" represents at least a 50 percent mortality level or more. 

The social concerns arc what prompted NMFS and the C d  to consider this course of action to assess whether 
an emergency exists. 

In regard to your first conclusion, the purpose of the conference call meetings is first for the Council to assess 
whether an emergency exists and sawndly, to ncommcnd a course of action to NMFS. The scientific advice fiom 
NMFS and public testimony will assist in these tasks. In regard to your second conclusion, I hope I have 
addressad most of your concerns. Regarding differences in Amendments 5 and 12, these Council actions were 
separated by almost three years (Amendment 5 was delayed by a year by the requirement to &ail a SEIS, after 
it was submitted for implementation) and information changed with time. Increasing size limits do result in 
increased YPR provided release mortality is not high The Council subsequently (after Amendment 5) concluded 
that release mortality was higher for the commercial sector since they fished deeper waters. Your third 
conclusion, is essentially the same as the sccond. 
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c: Gulf Council 
Andrew Kemmercr 
Michael McLcmore 
Maggie Hayes 
Judson Fcder 
Perry Allen 
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50 CFR Chapter V1 

Policy Guldellnes for W Uu of 
Emwgency Ruler 
rofrc&: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFSI. NOM. Commerce. 
ACTW Notice of policy guidelines for 
the use of emergency rules. 

suuwrm: NMFS provides gu~delines for 
the Regional Fishery Management 
Councils (Councils) in determining 
whether the use of an emergency mle is 
justified under the authority of the 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (Magnuson Act). The 
guidelines were also developed to 
provide the NMPS regional directon 
guidance in the development and 
approval of regulations to address 
events or problems which requite 
immediate action. 
~ ~ t c n v c  OAtr :  February 5. 1992. 
COC~  men IwonMrnw CONTACI: 
CDR Thomas L Meyer. NOAA. Office of 
Fisheries Conservation and 
Man8gement. NMFS, telephone: 301- 
427-2331. 

SunuurWur f f l ~ M r ~ ~ S e c t i o n  
305(c) of the Magr.uron Act Firovidea for 
taking emeqency action witb q a r d  to 
any fishey but docs not define the 
circumstances that would justify such 
emergency action. Section =(c) 
provides that: 

1. The Secretary may promulgate 
emergency ngulationa to address m 
emergency if the Sectttay fin& that m 
emergency exirta, without n g u d  to 
whether a fishery management plan 
exists for that firhey; 
t The Secretary shall pnimubate 

emergency ttgdationr to address the 
emergency if the Council. by l 
unanimous vote of the votina memben, 
requests the Sectetay to take such 
action: and 

3. The Secretary may promulgate 
emergcncy ngulrtionr to addnu the 
emergency if the C o d  by krr lhrrr a 
unanimous vote of its v ~ m k m  
requests the h t u y  t X e  nd 
action 

The N O M  OM- of C I n m l  Counsel 
has defined the p h n n  "wunimow 
vote." in items 2 and 3 above. to mern 
the unanimous vote of a quo- of b e  
voting membtn of the Council only. An 
abstention has no effect on the 
unanimity of the quorum vote. I be  only 
1-81 prerequisite for use of the 
Secteta ry'a emergency authority u that 
an emergency must exist. Congrtrr 
intended that emergency authority be 

rvailable to ddma oauivaH6n. 
b i o b @ a L  economic, md sacfrl 
emet).adoa. In addition, emegency 
regulations may make direct allocations 
among user groups. if stmng justificrtion 
and the administrative record 
demonstrate that. absent emegency 
regulations. rubrtantial harm will occur 
to one or mote regments of the fishing 
industry. Controvenial actions with 
rerious economic effects. except under 
extraordinary cimunrtmces. should be 
done through nonnal noticcend- 
comment rulemaking. 

The preparation or approval of 
management actions under the 
emergency provisions of section W(c) 
of the Magnuaon Act should be limited 
to extremely urgent. rpecid 
circumstances when substantial harm 
to or dlsmptioa of the nrounr. firhey. 
or community would be mused in the 
time it would take to follow standard 
cultmaking pmcedunr. An emegency 
action may not be based on 
administtotive inaction to solve a long- 
recognized problem. In order to approve 
an emergency mle, the Secretary must 
have an adminislntive record justifying 
emeqency ~ a t o y  action md 
demonstrrtin its compliance with the 
national rtan 8 at& In addition. the 
preamble to'the emegency rule should 
indicate what measures could be taken 
or what altenutlve meesuter will be 
conridered to effect a permanent 
wlution to the problem addressed by 
the emeqency rule. 

The procsrs of implementiq 
emergency @ation, Limits 
rubstmtidly the public participation in 
rulemakin# that Congress intended 
under the Mapuron Act m d  the 
Administntiva Rocrdure Act. The 
Councilr md the Seaetay musk 
whenovor possible. afford the full atop 
of public participation in rulemaking. In 
edditlon an emergency nrle m y  delay 
the d e w  of non.rmergmcy ruler 
h o w  the emeqency rule taker 
preadeacr. Cleuly, an emergency 
action rhodd not be a routine event 
M pmvldea the following 

guideliner for the bunciir to use in 
debrmhi#q whether an emeqecy  
e%hk 

-a- 
For (& purpow of raction JOS(c) of 

the Ma#nruon Act. the phrase "an 
e m e v c y  exists LnvoMry any fishey" 
ir deffned u a aihution that: 

(1) IkrrJtm fmm mait u f o r c m n  
evrnta or rean* dkavMd 
c i ~ ~  md 

(2) R.unb wrlow eonsenetion or 
m a m m t  problem in the fishery, 
including impeta on protected rprciea 
or habitatr: and 

(3) Can k addresred through 
emeqency regulations for which the 
immediate benefits outweigh the value 
of advance notice, public comment, and 
delibetativa consideration of the 
impacts on participants to the same 
extent as would be expected under the 
nonnal mlemakin~ process. 
Emergency justifiutioa 

If the time it would take to complete 
notice-and-comment rulemaking would 
result in substantial damage or loss to a 
living marine resource. habitat. fishery. 
industry participmta, or communities. 
emeqjency action might be justified 
under one or more of the follow~ng 
situations: 

(1) Ecological--(A] to prevent 
overfishing as defined in a fishery 
management plan (FMP), or as defined 
by the kcntary  in the absence of an 
F W  or (B) to prevent other serious 
damage to the fishery resource or 
habitat or 

(2) Economic-to prevent sign~ficanr 
direct economic loss or to preserve a 
significant economic opportunity that 
othemise might be foregone: or 

(3) Social-to prevent significant 
community impacts or conflict between 
user m u p a  

Dated: k a b r  W .  1991. 
somud w. McKro 
Ac!in#Auis&ni Administmtor for FisAer.es: 
Notional MOnh8 Fishnra S.nrcr. 
(FR Doc 02-1DI Piled 14-92 t 4 S  am] 
YWOCOO(m# 

SO CFR P w U  601 and WS 

[DocLol Wo. @1041C13071 

Ragbn8l  Wmy Management 
Cowlb; QbMowm for councu 
Opemkm and Admlnktrrlkn 

AQMC*: Natioaal Marine Fitheries 
Service (NMFSI. NOAA Commerce. 
reme F i a l  rule. 

NHFS revires the regulations 
and guidelines g o v e w  appointments 
to. and the operation and rdministrat~on 
of. the Regionel Firhey Management 
Counuk (Counals) established by the 
Magnuron Firhey Connewation and 
Management Act (Magnuron Act) and 
the preparation of fithey management 
plan8 (FMPI) m d  FMP rmendrnenrs 
under the Mapwson Act These 
reviaionr make exis* regulations and 
guidelines consirtent with the 
tequitementa of rectionr 302 and 303 of 
the Maauroa Act an amended by 
rectionr 100 and 109 of Public Law 101- 
827. The teviriona: (1) Dtfme Counc~l 
memben' qualificationr and ttrengthen 
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Southeast Region 
Kogw Building, Rm. 137 
9721 Executive Center Drive, 
St. Petasburg, FL 33702 
(813) 570-5370 
Fax: (813) 5705376 

February 6, 19% 

MEMORANDUM TO: Wayne Swingle 

FROM: GCSE - E.V.E. JOY 

SUBJECT: Telqhonic Council Meeting for 14' Red ~ n a b ~ e r  Emergency Rule 

Mike M c b m r e  will haadle the call. Here is a summary of GCSE's concerns: 
me guidclincs for emergency iulss require two elemeno: 

. . 
Cafi.Eau: (which must be met before you get to justification) 

RECENT UNFORESEENiDISCOVERED EVENT: The Council racommendd this size reduction in 
Amendment 12 and the Regulatory Amendment. However the December 21, 1995 text of 
Amendment 12 (pg IS) state8 in bold type: ..thh management measure cannot be implanented 
through thb amendment befm January 1,1996. And, at its Jarmary meeting, the Council 
rctnct4d the Rsgulnory Amendment without mention of this emergency rule. If the Council knew 
that the rule couldn't be implemented in time for the fishing season, it cannot claim this timing to be 
an unforeseen event. SO THE FIRST CONCERN IS THAT THERE MAY NOT BE AN 
UNFORESEEN OR UNDISCOVERED EVENT WHICH RlSES TO THE STATUS OF AN 
EMERGENCY. 

GCF suggests that the furlough did not crate an emergency situation in this case because neither 
Amendment 12 nor the rcgul8Wfy ~ndmczrt  were prepared with specific deadllnea on this point, 
and further, the r q  anwu was rcOlswd and revbed. 'Ihe emergency rule which suspends the ITQ 
system is disthguisbed becaw &era the ageacy's tight schedule to complete implementation of the 
ITQ system was disrupted by the hlough, making it impossible to mea the April 1 date. 

SERIOUS CONSERVATIOWMANAGEMENT PROBLEM: Whu will this be? Do we hiwe data 
which veriflea dm fhe 15' tlsh brings a lower market price, and docu~neau the extent of this 
problem? E v a  so, it appan doubtiW that this could rise to the stam of a serious management 
problean. 

BENEFlTS OF EMERGENCY PROCEDURE OUTWEIGH VALUE OF ADVANCE NOTICE: 
.This may be aue of commercial ibhers, but not of recreational fishers, in fact, might implementation 
of this sue limit differential via emergency rule contribute to dissatisfaction among recreational users? 



AS this is contrbv~sial due to (1) conflicting views of the two usa groups; and (2) eodiicting 
scientific data about the size change, the value of notice and comment could be high. 

ECOLOGICAWPrevent overfishing/othcr serious damage: It is a concern that the release rnowity 
may be considerably lower than 3346, maybe lower than 10%. in which case argument for reduced 
size limio would be difficult to defend. Amendment 12 (12.21.95 Pgs 17, 19, 21, 23) relies upon a 
33% release mortality in restoring the 14' size limit. 

Amendment 5 (Pg 969 FR Vol 59, No 5-1.7.94) which established the increases in size limits, 
contemplated that bycatch reduction would have been accomplished to a greater extent than it has by 
now. From a biological viewpoint, doesn't this too, argue against reducing the size limit? 

ECONOMIC: The fans that the 14" fish may bring a better price and that imports are replacing Gulf 
fishers in this market were discussed in the comments to Amendment 5 which concluded that the 
'initial short-term adverse economic impacts associated with the incremental size limit 
increases ...[ would be outweighed] by the longer term economic gains.' Are the economic adverse 
impacts that are occurring right now not the same as those which were occurring at the time 
Amendment 5 was being drafted and implemented. Why would consideration of the same facts have 
different result two yean later? 

The December 21, 1995 Amendment 12, in discussing the 14' size limit (pg 18) stares that under the 
red snapper ITQ system derby fisheries md quota closures are unlikely and therefore size limit 
increases are not needed to control the rate of commercial fishing and size limits can be set to 
optimize biological and economic benetlts. Isn't the optimal biological size around 16"? 
If the fact that the ITQ system would be in f l e a  is the thing that is (or was to be) different now, 
from when Amendment 5 was implemented, then this rule has, currently, no basis in fact, especially 
when one considers that there is, almost simultaneously, another emergency rule which suspends, 
albeit temporarily, implemencltion of the nQ system. 

SOCIAL/Prevegr impactslusu conflicts: There does not appear to be any justification for an 
emergency rule action here. 

CONCLUSION: GCSE end GCF are concerned that 

1. Thus far, there has been a failure to articulate a real emergency which justifies 
circurnveating the normal rule-rnaking procedures; and 

2. nere may be biological bases ro oppose it [release mortality figures smaller than 
aswmed, bycatch reduction assumptions higher than actual results, optimal biological 
size is larger] resulting in inconsistencia between Amendment 5 and Amendment 12 
rationales; and 

3. Inconsistency arising from having taken an opposite action in 1994 [Amendment 51 
based upon the same circumstances. 

Copy: Andrew Kemmerer, Michael McLemore, Maggie Hayes, Judson W e r ,  Perry Allen 





TO: Council DATE: February 9, 1996 

FROM: steven ~ t r a n  &&-- 
SUBJECT: History of Council Red Snapper Size Limit Discussions 

In preparation for the conference call meeting on the red snapper size limit, I've put 
together a chronology of Council actions prior to  the current debate regarding the 
automatic size limit increases, and a more detailed review of current discussions. This 
information is taken from previous amendments, Federal Register notices, public 
hearing summaries, past briefing books, and Council minutes. 



HISTORY OF RED SNAPPER SIZE LIMIT REGULATION 

 re-regulation: The original FMP stated that prior to implementation of size limits, age 
and size at recruitment was established to  be approximately one year 
and 8 inches fork length. At this size, yield per recruit (YPR) was 
estimated to be at 65% to 77% of maximum (original FMP, page 8- 
22). 

1984 Original FMP 12 inch fork length (13 inch- total leingth) minimum size limit 
allowance of 5 undersized red snapper per person 
trawls excluded from limit 
headboats excluded from limit until May 8, 1986 (this exclusion 
was later extended to May 8. 1987) 

Notes: The 1981 FMP stated that maximum YPR could occur a t  15 
inches, but a 12 inch FL minimum would yield 90% to 95% of 
maximum at the prevailing level of effort. This analysis was based on 
a natural mortality rate estimate of M =0.3 (three times higher than 
the current estimate of M =0.1), and an asymptotic maximum length 
estimate of L.= 27 inches (original FMP, page 8-22). 

The temporary exclusion of headboats from the size limit was to 
provide time for NMFS to complete studies on survival of undersized 
released fish. Other sectors of the fishery were not exempted because 
they had greater flexibility in shifting effort to areas where larger fish 
were available, or because the fishing activities were conducted in 
shallower water where survival rates of released undersized fish were 
expected to be reasonably high (source: Federal Register, Vol. 51, No. 
102, page 1 9208). 

In 1988, NMFS modified the exclusion for trawls to apply only to 
trawls fishing for species other than reef fish when the total weight of 
reef fish does not exceed 5% of all other fish (including shrimp) aboard 
(source: Federal Register, Vol. 53, No. 158, page 30847). 

1990 Amendment 1 13 inch TL minimum size limit (reference to fork length deleted) 
allowance of  5 undersized red snapper per person deleted 

Notes: In Amendment 1, the natural mortality rate estimate was 
reduced to M ~ 0 . 2 .  and the asymptotic maximum length estimate was 
increased to C= 45.9 inches . At 33% release mortality, maximum 
YPR was estimated to occur at a minimum size of about 20" 
(Amendment 1, page 126). The Council rejected larger size limits 
because they decided that they did not provide optimal benefits 
because of the minimal impacts to the resource due to  undersize 
release mortality and the significant short term impact larger size lirn~ts 
would have on catches (Amendment 1, page 239). 



1994 Amendment 5 14  inch TL minimum size limit, effective January 7, 1994 
15 inch TL minimum size limit, effective January 1, 1996 
16 inch TL minimum size limit, effective January 1, 1998 

Notes: Based on the 1992 red snapper stock assessment, YPR is 
maximized at 19 inches, provided release mortality is not greatly in 
excess of 33 percent and shrimp trawl bycatch is reduced. However, 
a 16 inch size limit would be entering the YPR isopleth that would 
maximize yield (i.e., within 99% of maximum) if release mortality did 
not exceed 33% and F is reduced. If release mortality were higher 
than the estimated 33% (e.g. 50% to 60%). some gain in the number 
of fish not harvested under a 16 inch minimum size would still be 
achieved. 

A gradual phase-in of the 16 inch size limit was adopted rather than 
an immediate increase in order to  avoid adversely impacting the 
directed recreational and commercial fishermen while taking advantage 
of the strong 1989 and 1990 year classes, and anticipated future 
strong year classes, that would be gradually entering the fishery. 

The 16 inch size limit will eliminate one market category for red 
snapper, the 1 to 2 pound size class. Historically, ex-vessel prices for 
the 1 to  2 pound size class were occasionally higher in some landing 
localities-and at some times of the year. The price breaks between 
market categories typically averaged 10 to  25 cents. (Amendment 5, 
pages 62 to 65). 

1995 Reg. Amend. 15 inch TL recreational minimum size limit, effective January 1, 
1995 

. . Notes: The increase in the recreational size limit was implemented in 
combination with a reduced bag limit in order to reduce the 
recreational harvest rate in 1995. Recreational landings estimates 
indicated that the sector was exceeding its allocation. This measure 
has no impact on future Amendment 5 automatic size limit increases 
for both recreational and commercial sectors. 

1995 Amendment 12 Remova tho automatic increases in size limits for the 
commercial sector. 

Notes: The Proposed Alternative does not restore the 14  inch size 
limit. However, the discussion in Amendment 12 states that this 
proposal removes both the 1996 and 1998 scheduled increases, and 
does not change he "current" 14  inch commercial size limit. 

1995 Reg Amend. Repeal the automatic increases in size limits for the commercia 
sector, and restore the 14 inch commercial size limit. 



CURRENT RED SNAPPER SIZE LIMIT DISCUSSIONS 

November 1994 

The initial options paper for Amendment 11 was presented to the Council at its 
November 1994 meeting in San Antonio. This options paper contained a large 
number of miscellaneous reef fish issues that the Council had been asked to look at 
by various sources (Council members, APgs, SSC's, fishermen, etc.). The November 
1994 options paper did not contain a section on red snapper size limits, and neither 
the Council nor Reef Fish Committee minutes show any discussion of red snapper 
size limits during review of the options paper. However, at that meeting the Council 
took public testimony on reconsideration of its proposed recreational 5 fish11 5 inch 
limits for 1995. During public testimony, Kay Williams, representing SASI, requested 
that the commercial sector size limit be returned to 13 inches. 

December 1994 

A joint meeting of the Reef Fish Advisory Panel and the Ad Hoc Red Snapper 
Advisory Panel was convened on December 1-2, 1994 in New Orleans. The primary 
purpose of that meeting was to review Amendment 8 (red snapper license 
IimitationIlTQ). However, under Other Business, the joint APgs, concerned about 
release mortality and higrading of fish, passed the following motion: 

T h e r u t s t d m a t i M a s ~ c a r r i e d b y  both APsby avoteof  13to 2, 
that the Council recon8id.r the red snapper site limit to be reduced to 13 
inch- for both the recreational and commercial sectors. 

Appendix A contains the relevant section of the minutes of the joint AP meeting. 

March 1995 

In March, 1995 the Council reviewed a revised ~mendment 11 options paper 
containing a section on red snapper minimum size limits. The Reef Fish Committee 
did not discuss that section (and several other sections) dud to a lack of time, and 
deferred the discussion to the full Council. The Council voted to adopt the following 
as a Preferred Alternative in the public hearing draft of Amendment 1 1: 

Remove automatic increase in site limit for commercial fishery (i.e., remains 
a 14 inches) as the Preferred Alternative. hhtku2a matian Earried. 

Appendix B contains the relevant section of the minutes of the March 1995 Counc~l 
meeting. 

April 1995 

Public hearings on Reef Fish Amendment 11 were held in ten locations around the 
Gulf. A condensed version of the public hearing summaries, containing only the 
testimony regarding the red snapper size limit, is in Appendix C. 



In addition, the May 1995 Council briefing book contained 8 letters commenting on 
the red snapper size limit (see Appendix Dl. 

May 1995 

A joint meeting of the Reef Fish AP and the Red Snapper AP was held in Tampa on 
May 1-2, 1995, and the following motion was passed: 

By a vote of 20 to 0, the Aps recommend a combination of the Preferred 
Alternative modified to apply to both sectors and Alternative 1: Remove the 
provisions, for hmommmM both sectors, for automatic red snapper 
minimum size limit increases to 15 inches total length in 1996 and 16 inches 
total length in 1998 that were implemented through Amendment 5 - [BOCFR 
641.21 (a)(l)(iii and ivll. Reduce the red snapper minimum size limit to 13 
inches total length. 

The following Federal comments were received from NMFS concerning public hearing 
draft Amendment 1 1 : 

Letter from Andy Kemmerer dated May 17, 1995 - critical comment 

The draft amendment does not provide sufficient rationale to support the 
preferred 14-inch size limit. In addition, the document references anecdotal 
reports of differential release mortality and does not mention that the new 
stock~assessment scheduled for this fall could address such testimony. Also, 
the yield curve on page 50 and the reference to fishing mortality (50 to 82 
percent) on page 51 contains the unwarranted assumption that shrimp trawl 
bycatch of juvenile red snapper is zero. Consequently, the rationale should 
address this alternative and bycatch. 

Memo from Brad Brown dated May 3, 1995 

This proposal has not been reviewed or discussed by the SAP. The 
introduction to  the alternatives does not support any need to eliminate the 
scheduled increase in minimum sizes for the fishery. The entire basis seems 
to be "anecdotal" information about different release mortality rates between 
commercial and recreational fishermen and a possible increased market value 
of smaller fish. This information has not even been reviewed, much less 
endorsed by the SAP. The yield per recruit curves to which the discussion 
refers in support of reducing the size limit for the commercial harvest assumes 
no shrimp-bycatch mortality. However, as the discussion indicates, for 
constant SPR, a reductibn in minimum size would require a reduction in TAC. 
Consequently, it may be necessary to reduce the commercial TAC, if the 
commercial size limit is rolled back to 13 inches. This proposal should be 
reviewed by the SEP and the SAP before further action. 

Memo from Richard Schaefer dated May 1 1, 1995 

The preferred alternative of removing the provisions for automatic red snapper 



minimum size limit increases in 1996 and 1998 for the commercial sector 
appears to be premature at this time. Compelling argument is lacking for 
justifying this measure over the status quo (Alternative 3). No new data are 
presented in suppon of maintaining a 13-inch size limit and the information 
from the Ad Hoc Red Snapper AP, which recommended restoration of a 13- 
inch size limit, appears anecdotal. Considering the apparent lack of new 
scientific data to support the preferred alternative, the overfished status of 
the stock, ad the fact that the commercial fishery was closed after 
approximately 51 days with a 14-inch size limit, we recommend maintaining 
the provision for automatic size increases until the Council has considered the 
next stock assessment available this fall. 

At the May 1995 Council meeting in Tampa, final action was scheduled on 
Amendment 11. Public testimony on red snapper size limits is in Appendix E. The 
Reef Fish Committee did not have time to discuss the red snapper issue. The full 
Council subsequently voted to split Amendment 1 1, and to move all issues except 
for framework procedure modifications and permitting requirements into a new 
Amendment 12. 

September 1995 

In the September 1995 Council meeting in Biloxi, final action was taken on 
Amendment 1'2. The Reef Fish Committee ran out of time before discussion the red 
snapper size limit issue and deferred the discussion to the full Council. Public 
testimony on red snapper size limits provided at this meeting is in Appendix F. 

The minutes of the Council's discussion relating to Amendment 12, red snapper 
minimum size limits, are in Appendix G. The motion passed by the Council was: 

Matian carriad by a vote of 9 to 7 to remove the provisions, for the 
commercid sector, for automatic red snapper minimum size limit increases to 
15 inches to td  length in 1996 and 16 inches to td  length in 1998 that were 
implemented through Amendment 5 [50 CFR 641121 1 J(l)(iii and ivll. 

November 1995 

In the November 1995 Council meeting in New Orleans, the Council reviewed a new 
red mapper stock assessment, and set TAC and framework measures for the 1996 
season. Public testimony relating to commercial size limits is in Appendix H. 

During Council discussions, a motion to set TAC at 10 million pounds with a 
recreational 5-fish bag limit and 15 inch size limit and a commercial 14 inch size limit 
failed by a vote of 3 to  12. The discussion in the minutes centered around the TAC 
level and not the size limit. 

After a 9.12 million pound TAC was approved by the Council, a motion was made to 
retain the 14 inch commercial size limit. The motion was then amended to also 
remove the automatic increases for the commercial sector. The minutes of this 



discussion are in Appendix I. The motion that was passed was: 

Romovo the provisions, for tho commercial sector, for automatic red mapper 
minimum size limit increases to 154nches total length in 1996 and 1 Ginches 
total length in 1998 that was implemented through Amendment 5 and retain 
the 14inch size limit for red snapper for the commercial sector. . 



APPENDIX A 

Minutes of the joint meeting o f  the Reef Fish Advisory Panel (RFAP) and the Ad Hoc Red 
Snapper Advisory Panel - Other Business 

Mrs. Kay Williams mavrA to recommend that Council reconsider the red snapper size limit to  be 
reduced to 13 inches for the commercial sector due affects on prices and mortality. She noted 
the fishermen should be able to land and sell dead fish. Mr. Beach felt allowing the retention 
of 13-inch fish would cause the quota to k met even sooner. Mrs. Jean Williams noted the 
SSC expressed concern regarding the highgrading of fish. She stressed the odds of survival of 
fish caught at deeper depths were very low. The fishermen have a strong concern over fish 
mortality and killing fish which was not necessary. Mr. Philip Horn noted the Council received 
mixed information from Dr. Goodyear that changing the size limit would not have a large 
impact upon the stock due to the increased mortality yet the increased size limit would be 
advantageous. He felt it sounded good and looked good on paper but in reality it was not 
necessarily good. He noted during Lent, smaller fish were more marketable and the demand 
was higher. 

Mr. Murphy felt there were three user groups for red snapper, commercial, charter, and 
recreational and that the charter boats were regulated. He supported changing the size limit to 
13 inches for charter boats. He offered an amenamant to the mntian that the recreational for- 
hire size limit be changed to 13 inches. Mrs. Kay Williams concurred. Mrs. Johnson supported 
the original motion and recalled the for-hire sector desiring a larger fish to lengthen the time of 
the trip. She offered a m h t b t n  matian that Council reconsider the red snapper size limit to 
be rducod to 13 inches for the commercial sector due to effects on prices and mortality and 
tho rocroational for-hire sector be required to keep the first seven fish caught. The suhntitutA 
mntian failed due to lack of a second. 

Mr. O'bn suggested the motion pertain to all sectors of the red snapper fishery. Mrs. Kay 
Williams concurred. The mstatd matinn as amtmded cnniad by both A h  by a vote of 13 to 2, 
that the Council reconsider the red snapper size limit to be reduced to 13 inches for both the 
recreationd and commercial sectors. 

Mr. Graham mavad that information be developed regarding the impact of a differential bag 
limit for tho recreationd sector and the for-hire sector. Mr. Carl Anderson opposed the motion 
and felt the for-hire sector should not be separated from the recreational sector. Mr. Zales 
concurred with Mr. Anderson noting a potential for a for-hire quota would be increased greatly 
which he opposed. Mr. Williams pointed out the motion asked for differential bag limits and 
that tha Council's previous action regarding the reduction of bag limits for captain and crew 
had already established a distinction between recreational and for-hire sectors. He supported 
the motion. Marinn cwrird by both APs by a vote of 12 to 3. 



APPENDIX B 

Minutes of the Council meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana, March 15-16, 1995 

Mr. Horn offered a matinn for Status Quo Section 17.1. Matinn withdrawn. Dr. Kemmerer momrJ to 
establish a minimum size limit of 14 inches for the commercial fishery. Dr. Kemmerer offered a 
aukhan mntinn to remove automatic increase in size limit for commercial fishery (i.e., remains at 14 
inches) as the Referred Alternative. S u k t h U  rnntinn cnrried. 



APPENDIX C - PUBLIC HEARING SUMMARY - REEF FISH AMENDMENT 11  

Key West, florid8 - April 17, 1995 In Attendance: approximately 24 members of the 
public 
Tampa, Florida - April 18, .I995 In Attendance: approximately 29 members of the public 

No comments received in the above hearings on red snapper size limit 

Panama City, florida - April 17, 1995 In Attendance: not recorded 

Kenyon Gandy, Organized Fishermen of Florida, Panama City, Florida, contended increasing the 
size limits was defeating the purpose since the fishermen were already under a quota, and it 
should make no difference whether a 6 or 24-inch fish was caught because when the quota 
was filled, the fishery closed. Increasing the size limit would only produce more bycatch was; 
of fish. He noted the document stated a release mortality rate of 33 percent which he believe 
to be higher. He recommended either status quo or reduction of the red snapper size limit to 
13 inches. 

Mr. Williams questioned i f  there would be lower quotas for commercial fishermen if the Council 
chose to revert to a lower size limit or retain status quo. Mr. Swingle responded it would 
depend on the release mortality rate. 

Wenddl Sauls, Panama City, florida, stated there would be more benefit if the size limit was 
reduced to  13 inches. The smaller fish get a higher price. 

Bob Zdw II, Panama City, florida, referred to Section 14.0, Red Snapper Minimum Size Limits, 
and suggested eliminating the size limit altogether for both recreational and commercial 
fishermen and let the fishery dictate what size fish they want to  keep. Discussions have 

. 

indicated that a certain size for the commercial fishery gets a better price, and the recreational 
fisherman has his own preference as to what size fish he prefers and if allowed to keep five 
fish it makes no difference what size they were. The release mortality rate of 33 percent could 
be less if fish were handled properly, but it was probably higher because of the lack of 
knowledge and the practice of releasing fish improperly. 

Orange Beach, Alabama - April 18, 1995 
the public 

In Attendance: approximately 36 members of 

Michael Miller, representing Adventure Charters - Supports Alternative 1 - 13-inch red snapper 
bag limit for all fisherman; should be same for everyone. 

N.thn Cox, President of Orange Beach Fishermen's Association, representing himself - 
SupOom m e s s i v e  increasing red s r i amr  size limit - status quo. Current size limit analyses 
assum 33 percent mortality which is too high. 

Captain Fred Kelly, "Nancy 6' Charters - Should not allow smaller red snapper size limit for 
commercial sector, it should be same for everyone. 

Mike Thierry, Captain Mike's Deep Sea Fishing, Inc. - Red snapper size limit should be same for 
commercial and recreational fishermen. 

Dick Houghland, commercial reef fish fisherman - Red snapper size limit should be same for 



everyone but not greater than 14 to 15 inches. 

Jerry Andrews. charter boat captain - Red snapper size limit should be same for recreational 
and commercial fisheries. 

Ed Lively, Lively's Gulf Charters, Inc. - Red Snapper size limit should be same for commercial 
and recreational fishermen. 

Richard Deianey - Asked whether a 13-inch size limit would result in the recreational sector 
staying within their allocation longer. 

Biloxi, Mississippi - April 19, 1995 In Attendance: approximately 16 members of the public 

Tom Becker, chairman of the Mississippi Charter Boat Captains Association - The same size 
limit for red snapper should apply to both recreational and commercial fishermen. Supports 
status quo for higher size limits. 

Wayne Werner, commercial reef fish fisherman and red snapper endorsement holder - Supports 
preferred alternative - retaining 14-inch red snapper size limit for commercial fishermen. 

Mikd Gusa, representative of Mississippi Gulf Fishery Banks, Inc. - Size limit for red snapper 
should be same for commercial and recreational fishermen. Supports alternative 1 (1 3 inches 
for both). 

Kay Williams, Reef Fish Chairperson of SASl - Read a prepared statement: S.A.S.I. supports 
two alternatives: The Preferred Alternative and Alternative 2: Rationale: We support the 
Preferred Alternative because the 1 4  inch size limit is in affect now. (2)- We support 
Alternative 2: Because a 13 inch fish is a more desirable size for the market and the 1993 
information appears to indicate that the 1-2 pound fish command higher wholesale price. (2) 
We feel that there is a higher mortality rate with a 14 inch fish, because the commercial fishery 
may fish further offshore. (3) The commercial red snapper fishery is under a quota and the 
fishery is closed when the quota is reached and i f  we are under a limited entry system why 
should it matter if we are at a 13 inch site limit. 

Jean Willims, President of SASl - Agreed with positions stated by Kay Williams. Supports 13 
inches for red snapper as best size for all, and it also provides the best market category (1  -2 
pounds) for fishermen. 

Donald Waters, commercial reef fish fisherman - Supported same red snapper size limit for 
recreational and commercial fishermen. 

Albut King, representing his seven grandchildren - Related that his grandson objected to the 
15-h size limit for red snapper that required him to release the two largest fish he had ever 
caught. 

Venice, Louisiana - April 24, 1995 In Attendance: approximately 29 members of the publ~c 

John Thompson - Opposed to any further increases in the red snapper size limit. (i.e., supports 
Preferred Alternative). A 14" red snapper is a good sellable fish. He only caught 3 fish all year 
long that did not meet the 14' size limit. 

Tillman Crepell, Sr.- Agrees with Mr. Thompson, and feels that changing the regulations makes 



it rough on the fishermen. 

~arose, ~ouisiana - April 25, 1995 In Attendance: approximately 12 members of the public 

Ron Anderson - Supports Alternative 2 - 13' size limit for the commercial fishery. 

Galveston, Texas - April 20, 1995 In Attendance: - approximately 12 members of the 
public 

Bob Alfrey is a commercial fisherman and a red snapper endorsement holder. - He has been 
against any size limit since day one due to release mortality. But if one is imposed on red 
snapper, it should be around 10 to 12 inches. Fishermen already lost one important market 
category for red snapper when the size limit went into effect. 

Steve Nelson is a commercial fisherman. - He n0tes.a 50-cent price difference in red snapper 
below 4 pounds and above 4 pounds. The smaller fish sold for the higher price. He believes 
the 12-1 3 inch red snapper is the market size for red snapper. He observed many dead fish 
that were under 14 inches and thrown back. 

Port Isabel, Texas - April 18, 1995 In Attendance: approximately 30 members of the public 

Ms. Murphy is a charterboat owner. - Proposes to eliminate size limit altogether, since the 
current size limit of 15 inches has resulted in wasting about 200 Ibs. of red snapper per person 
before the 5 fish bag limit is reached. She suggests keeping the first 12 fish of whatever size. 

Matt Murphy is a charterboat ownerloperator and commercially fish at certain times of the 
year. - Bag limit for the recreational sector is enough. A size limit would only amount to killing 
more fish. There's more fish now than there has ever been since he started fishing in 1958. 
Fish come in different sizes so that as long as there's a bag limit, a size limit is unnecessary. 

Norman McCarthy is a commercial fisherman. - He thanks anybody who proposes and supports 
keeping the size limit for red snapper from increasing to 15 inches in 1996 and 16 inches in 
1998. 

Sam Maddeira proposes that fishermen be allowed to keep fish they catch that are below size 
limit and to sell them for 8 lot lower price for purposes such as school lunches. 

Port Aransas, Tams - April 19,1995 In Attendance: approximately 24 members of the public 

Miko Nugent is a charterboat operator since 1978. - He is not clear on the tradeoff between a 
7-fish bag limit with a 13inch size limit and a 5-fish bag limit with 1 Cinch size limit. He thinks 
there is no gain in this tradeoff. Highgrading is bound to arise as more restrictive measures are 
imposed. 

Kenneth Reiter is a commercial fisherman. He thinks many fish are released dead under the 
minimum size limit rule. He does not think that the stock would recover with larger and larger 
size limit. He believes no size limit for charterboats and may be give them the first 3 fish they 
catch regardless of the size. 



K a m t h  Howard is a commercial fisherman and represents the Commercial Reef Fishermen of 
Texas. Agrees to keep the current sizelimit on red snapper. 

Felix Cox is a commercial fisherman. He submitted a written comment on Amendment 11. 
Prefers the Preferred Alternative or Alternative 2. For the recreational sector he prefers no size 
limit, but retain the first 5 or 7 fish. 



APPENDIX D - Positions of letters received commenting on red snapper 
options in Amendment 11 

Felix Cox, Aransas Pass, TX, Commercial fisherman - supports 
Preferred Alternative or Alternative 2 (eliminate commercial sector 
automatic increases, or reduce the commercial size limit to 13 
inches). 

Eilene Beard, Pensacola, FL, Scuba Shack dive store - supports 1 3 
inches for both commercial and recreational. 

Richard Lewis, Panama City, FL, Commercial fisherman - Supports 13 
inch commercial size limit. 

Mikel Gusa, President, Miss. Gulf Fishing Banks, Inc - Supports the 
Preferred Alternative (eliminate the commercial automatic increases), 
but would also support 14 inches for both commercial and 
recreational. 

Mike Nugent, Concer 
(letter was signed by 
recreational limits as 

.ned Fishermen of the Coastal Bend of Texas 
48 people) - Recommends reconsidering 
well due to release mortality. 

Captain Rick Delany, no address - Supports Alternative 1 (13 inches 
for all fishermen). 

Alexander Stone, Director, Project ReefKeeper - Opposed to any 
relaqing of minimum size limit measures. 

Ellen Peel, Center for Marine Conservation - Supports status quo on . . 
automatic increases. 



APPENDIX E - Public Testimony on Red Snapper Size Limits at the July 1995 
Council Meeting 

Donald Waters, Pensacola, Florida, supported a 14-inch size limit for snapper for 
recreational and commercial sectors. 

Wayne Werner, Galliano, Louisiana, in regard to  Section 14.0 (Red Snapper Minimum 
Size Limits), he noted in a previous discussion with Dr. Andrew Kemmerer that due 
to the creation of a more dominant fishery, the price and demand for smaller red 
snapper would increase. He noted that prediction was now true. 

Ken Beaird, Destin Charter Boat Association, Destin, Florida, opposed the current size 
limit for red snapper because he felt it was causing a greater mortality rate than was 
necessary. He suggested a 13 or 14-inch size limit for red snapper. 

Kay Williams read a fax on behalf of Gail Gaudet. She suggested a 13-inch red 
snapper size limit for the recreational sector for Section 14.0. 

Kay Williams, Chairperson for Reef Fish Committee of Save America's Seafood 
Industry, Pascagoula, Mississippi, supported both Alternative 2 and the Preferred 
Alternative for Section 14.0 (Red Snapper Minimum Size Limits). 

Robert Zales, II, Chairman of the Reef Fish Advisory Panel, Panama City, Florida, 
suggested the size limit for red snapper be eliminated. 

Russell Underwood, Lynn Haven, Florida, felt the 14-inch minimum size limit for 
commercial fishermen on red snapper should remain status quo. 



APPENDIX F - Public Testimony on Red Snapper Size Limits at the September 
1995 Council Meeting 

Kay Williams, S.A.S.I., Pascagoula, Mississippi, supported the preferred alternative 
on Section 10.0, red snapper size limits. She felt that the size limit should be 
reduced to  13 inches. She related that a 13-inch fish had been more desirable, and a 
1 to 2-pound fish had brought a better price in the wholesale market. Dr. Kemmerer 
asked if she would still support the red snapper size limits i f  given the option of 
either reducing the size limit in red snapper or a reduction in the TAC. She 
maintained that she supported a 14-inch fish and felt the goal could still be reached 
at that size limit. 

Linda Johnson, Do You Care Coalition, Kenner, Louisiana, stated that Dr. Goodyear's 
projection of SPR had already been exceeded. She questioned how a stock could be 
in danger when there were only 124 boats in the red snapper industry that hold red 
snapper endorsements. She requested that the fishermen get the shortage back 
immediately and asked that rulings by the Council be based on socioeconomic data, 
true scientific data, and true stock assessments. Mr. Perret asked if there were any 
significant differences in price between a 15-inch and a 13-inch snapper. Ms. 
Johnson responded that the demand in the market had been for a 1 t o  2- pound 
product. She stated that a 14-inch fish will sometimes exceed the 2-pound market, 
and a 15-inch fish will not be in the 1 to 2-pound classification. She related the cost 
differential could be as much as 8.50 per pound. 

Mike Whitfiedd, Lynn Haven, Florida spoke against an increase in the size limit for red 
snapper. He supported a 14-inch size limit and felt that increasing the size limit 
would create a situation where the fish being caught would represent the larger fish, 
or the main spawners. He felt this would create an adverse affect on the spawners. 
He stated that 1 to 2-pound fish had been the main market for red snapper, and the 
larger fish would not fall within that weight fish. 

a Jean Williams, president of S.A.S.I., Pascagoula, Mississippi, agreed that the 
minimum size limit should not exceed 14 inches. There was support within the 
industry for the 14-inch size limit. 

Mikd Gum, president of the Mississippi Gulf Fishing Banks, Inc., a nonprofit 
volunteer organization that constructs artificial reefs along coastal Mississippi, and 
also represented the Mississippi Gulf Coast Charter Boat Association and the 
Mississippi Chapter of  the Gulf Coast Conservation Association. He stated the 
majority of concern within these groups focused on regulations which pertain to red 
snapper and grouper. He recalled that the focus of the reef fish management plan 
had always been to  enhance stock levels for optimum utilization by both commercial 
and recreational fishermen. He encouraged the Council to  maintain that focus when 
decisions were being made. He further stated that the primary target of this effort 
had been to  allow a representative sample of fish to reach spawning age. His first 
comment was relative to  the variation of size limits for commercial and recreationz 
He indicated that he understood why the commercial fishermen believed that their 



industry should have a smaller size limit because of the catch of smaller fish in the 
deeper waters and, therefore, there was a higher mortality rate. However, he stated 
that a 14-inch red snapper harvested by a commercial fisherman would not be in the 
stock of fish that spawned that year to produce additional juveniles and increase the 
stock in years to come. He pointed out that if the fish happened to be caught by a 
recreational fisherman, it would be returned to  the water. He felt there was a need 
to look at the equity in this issue. He observed that if a commercial fisherman and a 
recreational fisherman were fishing on the same reef and the size of red snapper 
running that day was 14-1/2", the commercial fisherman would be allowed to keep 
the fish and the recreational fisherman would have to return the fish to the water. 
His concern was for the recreational fisherman who would sustain a loss and 
possibly be unable to  book further trips. He felt this was another situation where 
there was no equity. Mr. Gusa pointed out that he was asking for the same 
utilization of resource. Commercial fishermen, by their own admission, were 
targeting the smaller fish because of the market value. He added that a commercial 
fisherman would get $2.50 per pound on the market, while the same fish caught 
under a charterboat license would average in value from $6.00 to $8.00 per pound. 

Brent Eggart, Galliano, Louisiana stated he was a commercial fisherman with a permit 
for red snapper. He supported a 14-inch size limit for red snapper and had been 
maintaining a good income as a commercial fisherman. 

Bob Zales, II, Panama City, FL, supported eliminating the size limit. He felt that 
when there were regulations for bag limits and quotas, size limits were not needed. 

Ed Schroeder stated he represented Gulf Coast Party Boat and Charter Boat 
Association, Galveston, TX. Regarding red snapper size limits, Section 10.0, Mr. 
Schroeder opposed a disparity between recreational and commercial sizes of more 
than one inch. 

Wayne Werner, vessel ownerloperator, Galliano, Louisiana did not support an 
increase in size limits for red snapper, 

Don Waters stated he was a vessel ownerloperator, Pensacola, Florida. Under 
Section 10.0, size limit for red snapper, he supported a 14-inch size limit. He felt the 
size limit should be uniform for both recreational and commercial fishermen. 



APPENDIX G 

Minutes of the Council meeting in N e w  Orleans, Louisiana, March 15-1 6, 1995  

Mr. Horn maved to  remove the.provisions for the commercial sector for 
automatic red snapper minimum size limit increases t o  15 inches total length 
in 1996 and 16  inches total length in 1998 that were implemented through 
Amendment 5 [50 CFR 641.21(a)(l)(iii and ivll. 

Mr. Horn related that this measure would keep the minimum size limit at 1 4  
inches. Mr. Swingle pointed out that this motion would not change the fact 
that the recreational size limit would increase to 16 inches in 1998. He 
stated that the original action had planned for a size increase of one inch 
every two years. 

Dr. Kemmerer noted that there would be a stock assessment available for red 
snapper available at the November Council meeting and that size limits could 
be set through framework at that time. He questioned Mr. Swingle if size 
limits would go into effect before the amendment could go through the proper 
process to be approved. Mr. Swingle explained that even if this change was 
made, each time TAC was set for red snapper the size limit for either sector 
could be changed. 

Dr. Kemmerer offered a d m t h ~  matian to defer any action on Section 10.0 
until a stock assessment is  completed. 

Mr. Perret asked if the Council could modify size limit for both sectors' size 
limits, if appropriate. Mr. Swingle explained that as of January 1, 1996, the 
commercial size limit would increase to  15 inches. He stated that size limits 
could be changed through a framework procedure at the TAC level. However. 
he stated the amendment could not implemented before January 1, 1996. 
Mr. Horn stated that this action would preempt the intended size limit 
increase in the event that another action was not taken before January 1, 
1996. He related the intention of the motion had been for this action to take 
precedence over the previous amendment. He stated that once the stock 
assessment was available a decision could be made regarding recreational size 
limits since that size limit was not due to increase before the following year. 

Mr. Swingle stressed that neither action would prevent the size limit from 
increasing to  15 inches for the commercial sector unless action could be 
taken in November and implemented by January 1. 

Dr. Kemmerer noted that during the November Council meeting the red 
snapper season would be set through framework. As a result, the season and 
the size limit would start at the same time. He was concerned that the 



Council did not yet have complete information on which to base their 
decision. He questioned whether a situation would be created where TAC 
would have to  be increased in order to allow a 14-inch size limit. He again 
urged the Council to wait until the stock assessment was available so that a 
more knowledgeable decision could be made. 

Mr. Horn related he had understood if the size limit was reduced there might 
not be a need for a reduction in TAC. Dr. Kemmerer responded that the last 
stock assessment had been done with the assumption that size limits would 
increase. 

Mr. Osburn spoke in favor of the substitute motion. He reminded the Council 
that the goals to be accomplished with size limits had been to  increase 
spawning potential ratio, maximize the yield per recruit and decrease release 
mortality. He stated that, from information the Council had seen, the higher 
size limit was the most beneficial. He related that while there had been 
resistance to  change, the fishery had improved and the fishermen had 
benefited by improvement in their catches. He felt the fish should be 
allowed to grow and spawn and be harvested at a slightly larger size. 

Mr. King stated that due to  the lengthy process involved in obtaining approval 
for an amendment, he felt that action should be taken and adjusted if .future 
studies justified a change. He stated he would be in favor of an adjustment 
to the recreational size limit as well. 

Dr. Kemmerer stressed that, if the size limits were set through framework, at 
the time the commercial season opened, the size limit that had been set 
through framework would be in effect. He stated that, with this motion, as 
of January 1 the commercial size limit on red snapper in the Gulf would go up 
to  15 inches, however, there would be no fishery. He further explained that 
when the commercial season opened on the date which would be set by 
Council, the size limit would be whatever the Council had set through 
framework. He stated a regulation would be in effect but would be 
meaningless as of the first of the year. 

%bsthtn madan failad by a vote of 6 to  9 to defer any action on Section 
10.0 until a stock assessment is completed. 

Mr. Wallin mavrd to amnnd the matian to  freeze the recreational fishery a t  
tho 1 Sinch dza limit. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked Mr. Wallin if he realized that TAC might have to be 
reduced to achieve this goal. Mr. Wallin stated he was aware of this. Dr. 
Kemmerer asked if he had considered that there would be rather substantial 
recreational overruns, and that this action would increase the overruns. Mr. 
Wallin stated he still favored the motion. 

Mr. Minton stated he could not support the motion without information 
regarding its effects. He noted he would like to support a freeze on size limit 



and TAC but was concerned by the potential problems that could occur. 

Mr. Wallin withdrew the amendment to the matian. 

Matian cadad by a vote of 9 to 7 to remove the provisions, for the 
commercial sector, for automatic red snapper minimum size limit increases to 
15 inches to td  length in 1996 and 16 incheu to td  length in 1998 that were 
implemented through Amendment 5 [50 CFR 641/21(a)(l)(iii and iv)]. 



APPENDIX H - Public Testimony on Red Snapper Commercial Size Limits at  the 
November 1995 Council Meeting 

Kay Williams. Pascagoula, Mississippi, represented Save America's Seafood Industry 
(SASI). This organization supported a 10 million pound (MP) total allowable catch 
(TAC) and 14-inch size limit for the commercial sector and a 15-inch, 5-fish bag limit 
for the recreational sector, to continue in effect for at least 2 years. This rationale 
was based upon a report given by Dr. Goodyear at a previous meeting. It was 
estimated that 33 percent of the commercially-caught discarded red snapper would 
die and 20  percent of the recreationally-caught discards would die. These fish must 
be carefully handled. Mr. Williams asked if a 14-inch size limit was implemented for 
the commercial sector would her organization be willing to  accept a lower TAC. Mrs. 
Williams did not believe it would be necessary to reduce the TAC if the commercial 
size limit was changed to 14 inches. Mr. Collins asked i f  Mrs. Williams felt the 
recreational fishermen should have the same size limit as the commercial sector. 
Mrs. Williams responded that this was not a problem for her, "a dead fish was a dead 
fish". 

Ed Schroeder, Galveston, Texas, represented the Gulf Coast Party Boat and Charter 
Boat Association. Mr. Collins asked if Mr. Schroeder objected to size limit variations 
between commercial and recreational sectors. Mr. Schroeder replied that he would 
not oppose such a measure as long as the difference did not exceed one inch. His 
concern was that the automatic schedule to increase recreational size limits would 
cause a greater size divergence t o  evolve. This, combined with commercial sector 
fishing year-round under an ITQ .system, could adversely affect the recreational 
fishery. 

Bob Zales, II, Panama City, Florida, supported the 10 MP TAC, the commercial 
fishery 14-inch size limit, and the 15-inch size limit and 5-fish bag limit for the 
recreational fishery. 

Felix Cox, a long-time commercial fisherman from Aransas Pass, Texas, offered that 
a 14-inch size limit for both sectors was agreeable to him, stating that it seemed 
wasteful to  have to  discard' fish and watch them float off. He stressed that a good 
fisherman would move on when he seemed to  be catching only undersize fish. Mr. 
Cox noted that fish that were over-large were less marketable. 

Wayno Werner, a commercial red snapper fishermen from Galliano, Louisiana, 
favored a 7-fish bag limit and a 14-inch size limit for the recreational industry. He 
stated that last year a 50-cent price difference had existed between large and small 
red snapper. Mr. Werner related that, out of a 700-fish catch, 15 were discarded, 5 
floated away, 10 swam straight down, and 2 swam down a little later on. These 
fish were not punctured and were released in 170 feet of water, but had been 
caught at a depth of about 70 feet. He stressed that red snapper fishermen 
generally did not fish near the bottom of the water since they did not want to catch 
the very small fish. He maintained that the 20-pound snapper Mr. Cox had referred 
to were now congregated around the oil rigs. He related that he had caught 1,675 
head of 20-pound red snappers in 1988 in 1,320 locations in a 3 x 3 mile area, 



which he had documented. He had been contacted by Louisiana State University 
(LSU) and asked to aid researchers in learning how this species spawned and had 
refused them since they had not provided him information that he had requested. 
Mr. Werner contended that Council members were ignorant of fishing methods 
employed by red snapper fishermen and that mortality rates were seen by observers 
on his boat to be substantially lower (1 percent) than those projected by NMFS. He 
stressed that red snapper were presently in abundant supply in the Gulf. Mr. 
Simpson questioned Mr. Werner's assertion of a 1 percent mortality rate for red 
snapper. Mr. Werner responded that he had maintained since 1990 that his mortality 
rate was from 5 to 7 percent, but that the rate was now even lower since the fishery 
had rebounded and boats no longer fished where the smaller fish aggregated. Mr. 
Simpson asked if Mr. Werner utilized a hydraulic reel. Mr. Werner responded 
affirmatively, stating the reel could travel 600 feet per minute. Mr. Minton asked 
how present red snapper catches compared to those he had related from 1988. Mr. 
Werner replied that fish were plentiful but he tried to catch the smaller fish in order 
to receive 50 cents per pound more and this was his chief reason for supporting a 
14-inch size limit. Mr. King inquired if Mr. Werner believed there would be an 
adequate supply of the larger fish if he decided to target them. Mr. Werner replied 
there would be no problem involved in catching these fish. 

Tom Becker, Biloxi, Mississippi, represent the Mississippi Charter Boat Captains 
Association. He questioned the validity of the 1995 red snapper stock assessment. 
Mr. Becker supported the 14-inch recreational size limit, stating that his customers 
preferred the smaller fish and that he had not once caught his quota of 15-inch red 
snapper this year. Mr. Perret inquired if Mr. Becker felt he would catch his limit i f  
the size limit was reduced to 14 inches. Mr. Becker replied affirmatively. Mr. Horn 
asked how many fish Mr. Becker had to discard under a 15-inch size limit. Mr. 
Becker responded approximately 85 percent of the catch must be discarded because 
it was under 15 inches in length. The mortality rates depended on how quickly the 
fish could be released, given that many customers needed assistance in returning fish 
to  the water. Mr. Becker fished in 60 to 80 feet of water on reefs o f f  Pascagoula. 

Malcolm Miller, Pensacola, Florida, operated a charterboat off  Orange Beach, 
Alabama. He favored the 9.1 2 MP TAC and a 14-inch size length for red snapper. 
Mr. Perret asked the attitude of charterboat customers who are required to release 
undersize fish. Mr. Miller replied that prices for charterboats had risen and bag limits 
reduced and when undersize fish had to be discarded, especially when their quota 
had not been filled, they were unhappy. 



APPENDIX I 

Minutes of the November 1995 Council meeting in New Orleans regarding 
commercial red snapper size limit. 

Mr. Horn maved to retain the 14inch size limit for red snapper for the commercial 
sector. 

Mr. Williams opposed the reduction of the red snapper commercial size limit to 1 4  
inches and supported the 15-inch size limit for this fishery. 

Dr. Kemmerer commented that a change in the regulatory amendment to a 14-inch 
size limit could probably not be completed and effective before February 1, 1996 
(opening of commercial red snapper season). Dr. Roberts inquired i f  Dr. Kemmerer 
was implying that this would be NMFS* only objection to the changed size limit. Dr. 
Kemmerer replied that the impact of a smaller size limit on the commercial allocation 
had not been determined, but would definitely cause the allocation t o  be reduced. 

Mr. Osburn asked at what date the Council had originally established a 15-inch size 
limit for the commercial fishery. A response indicated that a 15-inch size limit was 
set in 1993. 

Mr. Simpson questioned whether setting a 15-inch size limit would decrease 
mortality since slightly smaller fish would experience a great deal of handling before 
they were discarded. Mr. Williams contended that these fish would suffer handling 
mortality no matter what size limit was selected. He felt there were biological 
advantages to targeting the larger fish and believed that this species should be 
allowed to  attain their full growth. He advocated encouraging fishermen to target 
the larger fish and opposed the motion. 

Mr. Simpson maintained that increasing the size limit to 15 inches would 
substantially increase mortality rates. 

Mr. Williams agreed that this was a valid concern, but pointed out that most of next 
year's quota would probably be taken under an ITQ system and fishermen would not 
have to  fish under pressure of a limited season. 

Mr. Horn stressed that commercial longline fishermen using 25 hooks to  a line more 
than likely would not be able to sort out all the fish in time to discard them alive. 
Also, recreational fishermen did not tend to reel in a fish slowly enough to help it to 
adjust t o  pressure changes. Further, anecdotal evidence indicated that even when 
taking great care t o  reel the fish in slowly it usually 'floated off when discarded. 

Dr. Roberts asked i f  the 14-inch size limit was related to  a year. Mr. Horn replied 
that the 14-inch size limit had already been incorporated into Reef Fish Amendment 
12 and that this motion was intended to expedite the process. 



Mr. Atran quoted from Reef Fish Amendment 12: "Remove the provision of the 
commercial sector automatic red snapper minimum size limit increases to 15-inches 
total length in 1996 and 16-inches total length in 1998 that were implemented in 
Amendment 5." 

Mr. Horn affexed an amendment rn b a  m a t h  to remove the provisions, for the 
commercial sector, for automatic red snapper minimum size limit increases to 15- 
inches total length in 1996 and 16inches total length in 1998 that was implemented 
through Amendment 5 and retain the 14-inch size limit for red ,snapper for the 
commercial sector. 

Ms. Joy stated that under the regulatory amendment you can only change your size 
limit in achieving TAC. Mr. Horn responded that his point was that when the 
commercial quota was met the fishery would close. 

Mr. Swingle stated that the regulatory amendment being submitted was intended to 
set a TAC for the coming year. 

Dr. Kemmerer disputed a comment that had been made to the effect that this motion 
would not affect the allocation between the commercial and recreational sectors. He 
stressed that the allocations were based on historical fishing records for the two 
fisheries (51 percent commercial and 49 percent recreational). He felt that this 
motion would indirectly affect the allocation. 
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF A 14 VS. 15 IbJCH MINIMUM SIZE LIMIT 
FOR RED SNAPPER IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 

National Marine Fisheries Service 
Economics and Trade Analysis Division 

February 14,1996 

The recent proposal to reduce the minimum size limit for red snapper from 15 to 14 inches 
has both short-term and long-term economic effects. 

SHORT-TERM EFFECTS 

In the short-tern, fishermen would be able to catch and keep fish that previously had been 
undersized. However, since the fishery is also regulated with a restrictive quota, total industry 
landings would remain unchanged; only the size composition of the catch would change. Therefore, 
the industry would benefit from a smaller minimum size limit to the extent that the increased catches 
of smaller fish receive a higher ex-vessel price per pound. 

Bill Antozri of the SERO canvassed several dockside buyers about the price by size for red 
snapper. Six of eight dealers paid the same dockside price regardless of the size of fish, while two 
dealers recently paid a premium of about $0.25 per pound for 1-2 pound fish compared to fish 
greater than 2 pounds. We do not know the proportion of the total industry catch that i,s landed 
under the 2-tiered pricing system compared to the single price system. 

John Vondruska of the SERO examined data about the size composition of the catch for 
1994 as presented in the most recent stock assessment report for red snapper. For the industry- 
wide catch of red snapper, approximately 18.7% of the fish by number and 8.6% of fish by weight 
were caught at sizes between 14 and 15 inches. These proportions probably varied locally, and 
probably vary annually due to variations in recruitment, local abundance and so forth. 

Peny Allen of the SERO estimated that if the spring quota for red snapper were increased 
to 3.06 million  pound.^, then approximately 1.1 million pounds would remain to be caught if the 
emergency rule to reduce the minimum size limit from 15 to 14 inches could be implemented by 
March 4, 1990; 

A uude estimate of the potential change in industry revenues due to a smaller minimum size 
limit was calculated as follows. If, on average, 8.6% of the remaining 1.1 million pounds of red 
snapper were landed at sues between 14 and 15 inches, then the total industry catch of fish smaller 
than 15 inchas w d d  inwm by approximately 94,600 pounds, and this would be accompanied by 
a corresponding docmas8 of 94,600 pounds of fish larger than 15 inches. If no price premiums were 
paid for smaller fish, then total industry revenues would remain unchanged. If, on the other hand. 
all of the lddlbnrl catch of smaller fish were to receive a premium of $0.25 per pound, then the 
potential inasme in industry revenues would be approximately $23,650. The actual increase that 
would be realized from a smaller minimum size limit will differ from our estimate because this yeats 
proportion of fish between 14 and 15 inches may deviate from the average calculated based on 1994 
data, because the price premium for 1-2 pound fish may differ by the time an emergency rule can 
be implemented, and because some small fish may be sold under the single price system 
Nevertheless, it appears that there will be a small increase in revenues associated with the smaller 
minimum size limit. 

Another, unmeasured benefit of a smaller minimum size limit accrues to fishermen because 



they would save time currently devoted to culling 14 to 15 inch fish from their catches. 

LONG-TERM EFFECTS 

A complete economic analysis of minimum size limits is one of tradeoffs in the value of 
industry catches over time. A smaller minimum size limit would increase industry revenues in the 
short-term, but it could reduce potential revenues in the long-term. If 14 to 15 inch fish were left 
unharvested, they could enhance society's ability to harvest more fish in the future via growth in 
weight and reproduction net of natural mortality. An important unknown in this type of analysis is the 
fraction of undersized fish that survive after being caught and released. Higher survival rates for 
released fish imply larger potential losses of revenues in the long-term due to a 14 rather than a 15 
inch minimum size limit. Conversely, lower sutvival rates imply smaller potential losses in future 
revenues associated with a smaller minimum size limit. The long-term effects of a smaller minimum 
size limit for red snapper have not been estimated. 



RED SNAPPER COMMERCIAL LANDINGS BY 
SIZE OF FISH, GULF OF MEXICO, 1994l 

Based on data from the most recent stock assessment report 
for Gulf red snapper, a frequency distribution of the size of 
fish landed b commercial fishermen in 1994 was developed 
(Goodyear, 1985) The results in the accompan ing table indicate 
that an estimate2 8.61% of the weight of fish yanded in that year 
were in the 14-15 inch range (36-38 cm range) for total length of 
fish. 

The frequency distribution was developed as follows. Data 
on the number of fish by were taken from Tables 90 and 91 (pp. 
139-40) of the stock assessment report. Those tables show the 
estimated number of fish landed by length of fish (25 cm to 100 
cm, in 1-cm increments) for the years 1984-94 using gear other 
than bottom lonqlines or buoys for grids 1-10 and grlds 11-21 for 
the Gulf of Mexlco. The estimated numbers of fish landed by size 
in Tables 90-91 are based on statistical expansion of sample data 
collected in the state-federal cooperative Trip Interview Program 
(TIP). The numbers of fish by length from the two tables were 
summed, producing the number of fish by length for grids 1-21. 
The qutted weight of fish by size of fish for grids 1-21 was 
obtalned using the equation in Figure 3 (p .  3 )  of the stock 
assessment report. In turn, percentages of the total weight of 

. landings were computed for each length of fish (25 cm to 100 cm, 
in 1-cm increments). 

There are.caveats to using this data in estimating short- 
term gains that might occur if a 14-inch minimum size limit were 
implemented by Emergency Rule for that portion of the commercial 
quota remaining to be caught in 1996, including the following: 

(1) For example, the frequency distributions of the 
numbers of fish landed according to length may vary. Goodyear 
(1995, pp. 27-28) shows variation of the frequency distributions 
among years for the period 1978-94. That is, the percentage of 
the welght of landings represented by 14-15 inch may vary for 
this and other reasons. 

(2) Fish smaller than the minimum size limit 
(currently 15 inches) may be landed. Though a 14-inch minimum 
size limit existed during 1994, 0.96% of the weight of fish 
landed (2.68% of the number of fish landed) were estimated to be 
less than 14 inches long. Thus, we would expect that some fish 
less than the 1996 minimum size (15 inches) will be landed. 

(3) According to available information, fish in the 1-2 
pound (gutted) size class may brinq a higher price, depending on 
the price system employed by the flsh dealer and various market 
factors (see re ort by William Antozzi) . Jud ing by the 
accompanying ta E le for 1994, fish in the 13.9 8 -inch to 16.14-inch 
range were roughly 1-2 pounds (gutted), not just those in the 
14-15 inch range. 

'prepared by John Vondruska, National Marine Fisheries 
Service, 9721 Executive Center Drive, North, St. Petersburg, FL 
33702-2432. 
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~ e d  snapper, Gulf of Mexico, number and weight of landings by size of fish 

o we1 - 
Conversion factor8 (approx. L used) EZt!. k00008%~ienath^3.114 

In cm- cm n = 
5 0!:937 2%:82; okBG$g9; 

(approx.) (used) (aPprox.1 (used) 

weight in kg, length in ci- 

1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 
Total Total Gutted Gutted W fish I fish # fish kg fish lb fish % of lb 
length length weight weight grids grids grids grids grids qrids 

cm inches kg pounds 1-10 11-21 1-21 1-21 1-21 1-21 

(continued) 



~ e d  s n a p p e r ,  Gulf  o f  Mexico, number and w e i g h t  o f  l a n d i n g s  by S i z e  o f  f i s h  

eng o w e i  . 
Conver s ion  f a c t o r s  ( app rox .  6 u s e d )  it = t ~ . ~ 0 0 0 0 8 % ~ i e n o t h A 3 .  114 

ln/crn= crn/ln - lb/ kg - k g / l b  = 
2.54 0.3937 2.204622 0.453592 

( app rox .  ( u s e d )  ( approx.  ( u s e d )  

weight  i n  kg, l e n g t 6  i n  cm 

1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 
T o c a l  T o t a l  Gu t t ed  G u t t e d  I f i s h  I f i s h  I f i s h  kg f i s h  l b  f i s h  % of  l b  

l e n g t h  l e n g t h  w e i g h t  w e i g h t  g r i d s  g r i d s  g r i d s  g r i d s  g r i d s  g r i d s  
c m  i n c h e s  kg pounds  1-10 11-21 1-21 1-21 1-21 1-21 

sum o f  above 
Goodyear sum (number  

7 .39 
7 .68 
7 .98 
8 .29 
8 .60 
8 .93 
9.26 
9.60 
9.95 

10.30 
10.67 
11.04 
11.42 
11.81 
12.21 
12.62 
13.04 
13.47 
13.91 
14.35 
14.81 

o f  f i s h )  

o u r c e :  P nap er n  . a  e r s  o  e  u  o  exlco- 
L a m i ,  ~o~izE%%n ZZG%k-g: kt SO, i 9 9 i , s i i ~ u E e  3,  ~ a ~ ~ e q G 9 6 ' a n ~  ;I. 



Attachment lild %- 
Gulf of Mexico Red Snapper Ex-vessel Price Stmcturt 

William 0. Antozzi, NMFS 
2- 12-96 

Red snapper between 14 and 15 inches constitute a large portion 
of the one to two pound snapper that are landed. These snapper 
are being lost to the fishery as the minimum legal s,ize increases 
to 1 5  inches. 

There is a substantial market niche for small fish (the one to 
two pound category). In retail markets, customers that are 
buying for one or two people usually prefer small red snapper 
because they yield the right size portions for one meal and are 
less expensive than the larger fish. In restaurants, small 
snapper are frequently preferred because they yield the ideal 
size fillet. They also have a special place in restaurants 
serving ethnic cuisine (Cuban, Greek, Asian, etc.) where head-on, 
plate-sized fish are desired. As a result, wholesale and retail 
markets are frequently willing to pay a premium price for small 
red snapper. In turn, primary wholesalers (fish houses) 
frequently pay fishermen a premium ex-vessel price for small red 
snapper. 

Historically, there have been a variety of ex-vessel pricing 
systems for red snapper that use size as the determining factor. 
Of these systems, the most frequently used have been the one- 
tier system Csame price regardless of size) and the two-tier 
system (two prices, one for small fish and one for large). Three 
and four-tier systems have also been utilized, but less 
frequently. The following illustration portrays the various ex- 
vessel pricing systems that have been used in the past in the 
Gulf of Mexico snapper fishery in dollars per pound (note: these 
prices are only examples and do not represent actual situations). 



~ypically, price changes ("breaksa) averaged .10 to .25 cents. 
Price breaks can occur at various weight levels. For example, in 
the 3-tier system the category with the least valuable fish might 
start at the 10 or 15 pound level instead of the 12 pound level. 
Another example would be in the 2-tier system where the price 
change might occur at the 4 pound or 12 pound level, instead of 
at the 2 pound level. It is not uncommon for dealers to switch 
between systems during the year, and the system in use frequently 
varies geographically. Changes in tier structure (and price) is 
driven by either a change in relative production of size 
categories of fish or a change in demand for certain sizes 
(frequently both). For example during Chinese new year 
celebration time, demand is high within that ethnic group for 
small plate-size red snapper. A higher price is realized at the 
retail level and, if demand is strong enough, this premium is 
passed down through several layers of distributors and 
wholesalers until it results in a premium exTvessel price offered 
to the fisherman. 

. . 
Wholesale prices at the secondary wholesale level, i.e., the'New 
York Fulton Fish Market, reflect the ex-vessel structure to some 
degree, i.e., smaller fish usually command a higher per pound. 
There may be more size-price categories at this wholesale level 
than at the ex-vessel level. 

In order to determine pricing mechanisms in effect for the 1995 
fishing season, contacts were made with eight large primary 
wholesalers of red snapper that operate along the Gulf of Mexico. 
In 1995, during the open season for red snapper, two of the 
wholesalers used a flat price for all sizes, five used a two- 
tier system (two price/size categories), and one used both 
systems (each about half the time). Those using the two tier 
system reported that they utilized a price change (break) at the 
two pound or four pound mark, with the smaller fish typically 
being worth $.25 to $.SO per pound more than the larger fish. 

The 1996 red snapper season opened on February 1. The same eight 
companies were contacted to determine the ex-vessel pricing 
structure for the current season thus far. Three fourths of the 
companies reported using a single price for all sizes and one 
fourth reported using a two-tier system, with the price change 
occurring at the two pound level. 

Imports of snapper play an important role in the supply of 
snapper on the U.S. market. Snapper imports have averaged 14.3 



million pounds and 17.9 million dollars over the period of 1991 
through 1994. Imports in 1995 through October (latest data 
available) are well ahead of the average pace, as totals already 
have reached 14.2 million pounds and 21.0 million dollars, 
portending a record year for 1995. 

Since many of the snapper species are perceived by consumers as 
being very similar, the supply of all snapper (not just red 
snapper) has an effect on red snapper retail, wholesale, and ex- 
vessel prices. During the red snapper closed season, the seafood 
industry is dependent on snapper imports to meet demand. The 
business relationships between importers and wholesale buyers 
become well established. Wholesalers are reluctant to refuse 
imported product when the red snapper season opens, knowing that 
they will again be dependent on imports (and importers) when the 
Gulf quota is reached. Thus the sudden heavy landings of domestic 
red snapper coupled with on-going imports cause a temporary over- 
supply in the marketplace. 

Actual landing figures for the first week of the current snapper 
season and for the corresponding portion of several previous 
seasons were provided by one -primary wholesaler (landings figures 
are not normally collected by size). An analysis shows that for 
the first week of the current season, 1-2 pound snapper 
constitute 10.4% of the total landings by weight. In the 
corresponding period of the 1995 season, this category 
represented 22.2% of the landings, and for 1994, 35.5%(see 
below). 

Year 1994 1995 1996 

The effect on the fishing sector of the red snapper industry 
resulting from the removal of the 14-15 inch fish from the 
fishery can be summarized by the following. Under a flat price 
system, there is negligible loss to the fishing sector by the 
removal of the 14-15 inch fish from the fishery, assuming that 
the quota is still met. However, when a two tier system (or 



multi-tiered system) is utilized, the small premium priced 
snapper would be "replaceda by less valuable larger fish. We 
expect that if the automatic change to a 15" size limit 
continues, some decrease in ex-vessel revenue will be experienced 
by the fishing sector. 
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I 

February 12,1996 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Gulf Council 
I 

FROM: 
i 

Wayne E. Swingle ,I,, 11 jc;?-*' 

SUBJECT: Red Snapper Exvessel Price Data 

Jane Black major Louisiana buyer, provided information on exvessel price by size category and landings by size 
category for the first seven days of February 1996 (no purchases on Sunday) and similar data for the past two 

. years. Since her business data are confidential, I have summarized them below. 

In 1996, the 1 to Zpound category were valued at $0.10 to $0.50 higher per pound. The higher value was paid 
the last several days of the 7-day period. In 1995, 1994 and 1993 there was no price differential between size 
classes during the first week, but Jane indicated higher exvessel prices were paid for the 1- to 2-pound fish later 
in those seasons. 

i What make the 1996 price differential important is the relatively lower price paid for other size categories in 1996 1 
I as compared to the two previous years. For 1996, this exvessel value was 78 percent of the 1995 price and 86 

percent of the 1994 price. j 
Approximately equal ambunts were landed in 1996 and 1994. The percixitages by sire class were as follows: i 

In 1996, Jane indicated the average weight for 1- to 2-pound fish was 1.75 pounds. 

c: Richard Raulerson 
Staff 

A council authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Consen/ation & Management Act 
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